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SUMMARY

The purpose of this task was to evaluate the prototype installation of
a K51OA-009-O1 Lightweight Doppler Navigation System (LDNS) in a UH-lH Iroquois
helicopter for the utility helicopter transport and gunship missions. After
initial 'shakedown' flights at Bankstown, NSW a detailed evaluation of the
installation was conducted in the Adelaide and Woomera, SA areas during the
period 1 to 30 June 1982. Productive flight test time totalled 24.1 flight
hours, including 2.9 at night.

The installation of the LDNS will significantly increase the mission
effectiveness and capabilities of the RAAF UH-lH Iroquois fleet by providing
crews with accurate navigation data in a readily usable format. The range of
navigation information was comprehensive and well suited to both tactical and
Search and Rescue (SAR) operations. The LDNS also significantly increased the
operational capability of the UH-lH by enhancing Night Vision Goggle operations.

Several deficiencies identified by the evaluation have been corrected
by modification action; however, the remaining deficiencies, unless rectified,
will prevent realization of full system potential. Recommendations are made to
overcome these deficiencies.
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EVALUATION OF INSTALLATION OF LIGHTWEIGHT DOPPLER
NAVIGATION SYSTEM (LDNS) IN

IROQUOIS UH-lH AIRCRAFT

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Reference A specified the requirement for a Lightweight Doppler
Navigation System (LDNS) to be fitted to UH-1H aircraft. The Singer rompany,
Kearfott Division (SKD) LDNS, Part No V51OA-009-Ol, was selected and hased.
An addendum to Reference A was approved to purchase a Steering I hover
Indicator Unit (SHIU), Part No K350A-013-02, to overcome suspected ir auacies
of the LDNS display. Hawker de Havilland (Australia) was contracted tc .,ry out
a prototype installation of the equipment at Bankstown, NSW. In Rf ence B,
Headquarters Support Command (HQSC) tasked Aircraft Research and nment
Unit (ARDU) to evaluate the prototype installation of the LDNS --e a
fleet-wide modification was undertaken.

1.1.2 Task requirements were to;

a. evaluate the integration of the LDNS components in the cockpit;

b. evaluate the ability of the various displays to provide sufficient
navigation information for tactical and general flying operations;

c. determine the navigation accuradies over representative mission
profiles;

d- determine the operating envelope of the system;

e. evaluate the electromagnetic compatibility of the system; and

f. evaluate engineering aspects of the LDNS including reliability,
maintainability, construction, alignment/calibration procedures

and the use of zipper-tubing' on LDNS electrical looming.

1.1.3 An additional task was to make recommendations for a cockpit
configuration which would include installation of new communications equipment,
a radar warning receiver and the use of Night Vision Goggles (NVG). These
evaluations will now be reported under separate tasks; however, the use of NVGs,
in conjunction with the LDNS, is briefly discussed in this report.

1.1.4 Significant test results have been reported in References C and D, and
at a briefing to Air Force Office, Support Command, helicopter squadron and Army
representatives at ARDU on 12 and 13 August 1982, This report finalizes the
requirements of Reference A.

1.2 Purpose. The purpose of this task was to evaluate the prototype installa-
tion of the K51OA-009-O1 LDNS (including the K350A-013-02 SHIU) in an Iroquois

UH-lH, for the utility helicopter transport and gunship missions.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT UNDER TEST

2.1 Description of LDNS K51OA-O09-O

2.1.1 The K5IOA-O09-O1 LDNS is manufactured by SKD and is a development of the
AN/ASN-128 LDNS being acquired by the US Army. The system determines aircraft
velocity by measurement of Doppler radar frequency shift, In conjunction with
the aircraft heading and vertical reference systems the system computes and
displays the following navigation information:

a. present position (computed) or waypoint data (manually entered) in
latitude and longitude (degrees, minutes and tenths of a minute)

or Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) co-oroinates tGrid Zone
Designation, 100 kilometre Square Identification and eight figure
Easting and Northing co-ordinates resolved to 10 metres
respectively);

b. ground speed (computed) in knots or kilometres per hcur;

c. true track tcomputed) in degrees;

d, cirosstrack distance (computed) in nautical miles and tenths of a
nautical mile or kilometres and tenths of a kilometre;

e. track angle error (computed) in degrees;

f. distance to selected waypoint (computed) in nautical miles and
tenths of a nautical mile or kilometres and tenths of a kilometre;

g. bearing to selected waypoint (computed) in degrees;

h. time to selected waypoint at present grcundspeed (computed) in

minutes and tenths of a minute;

io spheroid code of waypoint UTM co-ordinates 'manually entered);

j. magnetic variation of waypoint (manually entered) in degrees and
tenths of a degree (East or West);

k, wind speed and direction (manually entered) in knots or kilometres
per hour and degrees true (respectively) for water motion
compensation;

1. sea current speed and direction (manually entered) in knots or
kilometres per hour and degrees t ie (respectively) for water
motion compensation;

m. target or waypoint speed and direction (manually entered) in kno's
or kilometres per hour and degrees true (respectively) for
tracking a moving target or waypoint; and

n. waypoint location at which the computed present position will be
stored if the Target Store push-button is depressed.



2.1.2 SKD states that the K51OA-009-O1 LDNS has the following advantages not

found in the AN/ASN-128 systems under acquisition by the US Army:

a. read-out of English units for speed and distance when the MODE

switch is in LAT/LONG (read-out of metric units in UTM or BACKUP);

b. in TEST mode, gives heading, pitch and roll angle read-outs on

Computer/Display Unit to check for correct inputs;

c. allows entry of ASN-43 compass magnetic deviations (12 values), to

compensate for the input of magnetic heading;

d. allows compensation for effect of wind speed and direction and sea

currents on water surface motion;

e. allows entry of target motion (speed and direction), thus

providing tracking of a moving target; and

f. inclusion of additional Electromagentic Interference (EMI)

circuitry.

2.1.3 LDNS Components. The LDNS consists of three major components or Line

Replaceable Units (LRUs) installed in the aircraft, with associated electrical

looms, a junction box, a 'WATER MOTION' switch and circuit breakers. The three

major components are briefly described in the following paragraphs. A full

description is given in Reference E. A block diagram of the system is at

Annex A.

2.1.4 Radar Receiver/Transmitter Antenna. The Radar Receiver/Transmitter

Antenna (RTA) consists of a printed grid antenna assembly on which is mounted a

box containing receiver/transmitter electronic components. The RTA was located

in a housing on the underside of the UH-lH tail boom just aft of the main cabin

section of the fuselage. The RTA produces four non-coplanar Frequency Modulated

Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar beams. The four beams are radiated sequentially at

a frequency of 7.5 Hz. The RTA installation is shown in Figure 2.1. )

Note: Looking forward from beneath the tail boom

FIGURE 2.1 - RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER ANTENNA INSTALLATION

.. .. .~1z- t I
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2.1.5 Radar Signal Data Converter. The radar Signal Data Converter (SDC)

contains electronic components which process the following signals into an

appropriate digital serial format:

a. Doppler signal and leakage (from RTA);

b. antenna calibration constants (from RTA);

c. heading (from aircraft compass); and

d. pitch and roll (from aircraft vertical gyro).

The SDC was mounted in the right 'chin' window area of the aircraft as shown in

Figure 2.2.

II

A6

S2

FIGURE 2.2 - SIGNAL/DATA CONVERTER INSTALLATION

.66,
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2.1.6 Computer/Display Unit. The Computer/Display Unit (CDU) comprises a

general purpose digital computer and a control and display panel incorporating a

keyboard and annunciator lights. The computer processes inputs from the SDC and

navigation information is displayed as outlined in paragraph 2.1.1. The CDU was

mounted in the left of the centre pedestal as shown in Figure 2.3.

FIGURE 2.3.- COMPUTERDISPLAY UNIT INSTALLATION I

LFF
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2.2 Description of SHIU K350A-013-02. The SHIU was mounted on the right side
of the instrument panel in lieu of the VHF-FM homing indicator. The SHIU
processes the Auxiliary Digital Data output from the CDU into analogue and
numeric displays for use by the pilot in steering and hovering the aircraft. In
the Navigate mode, the SHIU displays groundspeed (knots or kilometres per hour),
distance to go to a selected waypoint (nautical miles or kilometres), cross
track distance or track angle error. In the Hover mode, the SHIU displays the
three components of aircraft velocity and distance to go to a selected waypoint.
Three annunciator lights (MEM, MAL and GEO) are also included on the indicator
face. Figure 2.4 shows the SHIU face. Unless specifically stated, the term
'LDNS' in the body of this report includes the SHIU.

FIGURE 2.4 - FACE OF STEERING AND HOVER INDICATOR UNIT

,S
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2.3 Description of Test Aircraft. A detailed description of the Iroquois UH-IH

helicopter is contained in Reference F, The prototype installation of the LDNS
was carried out on aircraft A2-455. This aircraft was representative of
operational utility helicopters except for the following-

a. prototype Iroquois Modification 7210.008-223, Strobe Lighting Kit,
was installed;

b. an IR suppression kit was not installed;

c. a rescue hoist was not installed;

d. M60 side/door guns were not installed;

e. armour plated seats were not
installed;

f. an auxiliary fuel tank was fitted in the right quarter compart-

ment; and

g. for overwater flights, floats were attached in accordance
with DI(AF) AAP 7210.007-2-1 Iroquois Maintenance Manual.

3. SCOPE OF TESTS

3.1 Tests Made

3.1.1 Initial Evaluation. A limited engineering assessment and shakedown
flights of the prototype LDNS installation were conducted in the Bankstown, NSW

area on 24 May 1982. The shakedown flights totalled 2.7 flight hours (1.7 day
and 1.0 night) and included legs over land and inshore water.

3.1.2 Detailed Evaluation. A detailed evaluation of the installation was
conducted in the Adelaide and Woomera, SA areas during the period 1 to 30 June
1982. For this phase of the evaluation, productive flight test time totalled
24.1 hours, including 2.9 hours of night flying. Evaluations and tests made are
listed in the following paragraphs.

3.1.2.1 Human Factors Aspects. Human factors aspects evaluated included:

a. the layout of controls and displays;

b. the labelling and readability of controls and displays;

c. the operation of controls; and

d. the lighting of controls and displays.

3.1.2.2 Navigation Accuracies. The following LDNS navigation accuracies were
tested:

a. velocity accuracy (overland);

b. position accuracy (non-tactical, overland);

c. position accuracy (tactical, overland);

d. effect of external load; and

e. position accuracy (overwater).

&A
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3.1.2.3 LDNS Operating Envelope, Tests were made to determine the LDNS

operating envelope in terms of aircraft attitude, altitude and minimum sea
state.

3.1.2.4 System Utility. The following aspects of system utility were eval-
uated:

a. pre-flight procedures and Built-in Test (BIT);

b. system operating procedures;

c. suitability and usefulness of displayed navigation information
(CDU and SHIU); and

d. suitability and usefulness for NVG operations.

3.1.2.5 Engineering Aspects. Engineering aspects evaluated included relia-
bility, maintainability, construction, alignment and calibration procedures and
the use of zipper-tubing.

3.2 Test Conditions. Test conditions are detailed in the Methods of Test and
Results and Discussion section of this report kSections 4 and 5).

3.3 Test Envelope The flight tests were conducted within the normal operating

envelope of the Iroquois UH-IH helicopter as described in Reference F,
Section 5.

3.4 Anthropometric Measurements The anthropometric measurements of the pilot
who conducted the evaluation are given in Table 3.1. Relevant test results in
this report are based on this data. The percentiles in Table 3 1 are based on
the data for flying personnel as published in Reference G.

TABLE 3,1 - PILOT'S ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS

Parameter Value Percentile

Mass 905 kg 92%

Stature 1,786 mm 60%
Sitting Height 930 mm 61%
Eye Height Sitting 836 mm 82%
Functional Arm Reach 815 mm 60%
Bideltoid Breadth 485 mm 10%
Acromial Height, Sitting 635 mm 81%
Stool Height 434 mm 89%

Buttock-Knee Length 622 mm 67%

3.5 Factors Restricting Scope. There were several factors which restricted the
scope of the evaluation. These included:

a. Only one aircraft (A2-455) was modified for the LDNS installation
as a prototype. This precluded an evaluation of the possible

effects of differing aircraft characteristics keg gunship
configuration).

b. Only one set of LDNS components was used throughout the tests.
Insufficient flying hours were available to change components and
refly the same profiles as the baseline set. The incomplete Ground

Support Equipment (GSEj at No 2 Aircraft Depot did not permit a
full ground check of individual LDNS computer boards. However,

each major component was tested and found serviceable.

, a' r_ j .
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c. Tests overwater were made with floats attached No tests were made
to determine if the floats affected the Doppler radar beams, thus
limiting the overwater test results to one configuration

d. Time constraints and limitations on flying hours and manpower also
limited the scope of the evaluation. The requirement to evaluate
the LDNS in the operational role meant that detailed testing in
some areas was not possible.

3.6 Aircraft Compass Swing. Prior to departure for the Woomera phase of the
evaluations, an aircraft compass swing was carried out on A,-455 with the
aircraft positioned on the surveyed compass swing area at RAAF base Edinburgh,
SA. A Wild-Company Datum Compass, Part No B3, was used as rhe reference datum.o

Reference H states the readability of the 83 is io; no a<,'uracy is quoted. The
swing was conducted in accordance with Reference I. The AN/ASN-43 Remote
Magnetic Indicator (RMI) indications were recorded and processed separately. The
result of the compass swing Annex B)3 met the requirements c I Reference I The
residual heading deviations for each 30 degrees of arc were entered in the CDU
in accordance with the procedure given in ReIeren~e E

3.7 Standards, Requirements and Declarations of Performance

3.7.1 ASCC Air Standards. The Air Standardization Cc-ordinating Committee
(ASCC) Air Standards tAIR STD) relevant to the eal.iation are listed in Table
3.2. The applicable requirements of these AIR S'Ibs are detailed in Annex C. An
extract from AIR STD 53/14 is given in Table 3.3,

TABLE 3°2 - ASCC AIR SIANDARDS

AIR STD Date Title

10/30H 15 Oct 80 Aircrew Station Warning, Cautionary and Advisory Signals
(1)

10/38C 3 Apr 79 Principles of Presentation uf Information (1)

10/47A 3 Apr 79 Legends in Aircrew Stations , I

10/62B 15 Oct 80 Aircrew Station Control Panels .li

53/9C 30 Jun 66 Lightweight Doppler Navigation Equipment for Heli opters

53/12A 15 May 80 The Specification for Evaluation of the Accuracy of
Airborne Doppler Ground Velocity Sensors 42)

53/13A 15 Mar 80 The Specification and Evaluation of the Accuracy of

Airborne Navigation Systems i2)

53/14 15 Dec 74 Definition of Sea State for use in Connection with Doppler
Navigation (3)

Notes: 1. See Annex D for detailed requirements.

2. These Standards relate to test methods and data analysis.

3. The definition of sea state used is the code established by
the World Meteorologi(al Organization (See Table 3.3).

,' '



TABLE 3-3 - SEA SIATE CODES AND DESCRIFPTioNh

Code Figure kl) Descripti,.e Wae Heign t
(Sea State) Term 'i,

0 Calm sGlassy,
1 Calm (Rippled 0
2 Smooth Wa,.elets,
3 Slight u t ,
4 Moderate j .
5 Rough
6 Very Rough tot
7 High b - 4
8 Very High 9 to 4

9 Phenomenal c e 4

Notes. 1 The exact bounding height is to be assLgned t( toe lower Code
figure; eg a height of 4 metres is coded as 1)

2. Wave height is measured from (rest to toOg.

3.7.2 AFSR No 5006 Requirements The applicable -equ remerl3 ot Air Force
Staff Requirement -AFSH', No 5006 Reference A. are detailed in Annex D

3.7.3 Declaration of Performance, in Reference K, Tanle 2-1, SKD states the
LDNS navigation accuracies in terms of terminal eiicr with vaLious heading
references. These are summarized in Table 3.4.

TABLE 3 4 - LDNS NAVIGATION ACCURACIES 1SKD'

Heading Perfect ASN-43 Improved, ASN-43 (Current Spec)
Reference and kO deg error) 0O 5 deg, I 0 deg, I
Accuracy

Navigational
Accuracy (CEP) 0.3% 0 9% 1 3%
(1,2)

Notes. 1, Based on terminal error as a percentage of distance gone

2. Exclusive of water metior

4. METHODS OF TEST

4,1 Human Factors Aspects. Human factors aspects of the LDNS were evaluated in
accordance with the methods outlined in Reference L.

4.2 Navigation Accuracies Groundspeed and position accuracies of the LDNS
were tested over representative mission profiles at eights and groundspeeds
typically flown by UH-iH aircraft 1he tests incl-ided overland and o.erwater
flights. Overland tests were ronducted at Woomera, SA while overeater tests were
conducted in an area bounded by Investigator Strait and the Gulf St Vincent, SA.
Test areas, routes and more detailed descriptions of test methods used to assess
navigation accuracy are given in Annex E As explained in Annex E, the tests did
not fully comply with the requirements of AbCC AIR STD 53/12A and 53/13A see
Table 3.2).
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4.3 LDNS Operating Envelope

4.3.1 Attitude Limits. The LDNS was tested to determine the attitude ilmts P,

the pitch and roll axes. The aircraft was manoeuvred indeperoentiy in eac. axi s
at a slow steady rate until the attitude limit in that axis .as reacheo Tre
limit was defined when the LDNS teased normal operation ano sit nea to) 7eMo;y
mode.

4.3.2 Altitude Limits. The LDNS was evaliated for proper operatici throighout
the normal altitude envelope of tne UH-IH Iroquois ifion zero to t.,O(l tt AGL
overland and 50 to 5,000 ft ASL overwater

4.3.3 Minimum Sea State, The minimum sea state Icr prcpei LDNb operati3n was
determined for straight and level flight dlrrrg the overeater position accuracy
tests (see Annex Ej. If the LDNS switched to memory mode, the system was set to
TEST and cycled back to LAT/LONG after a 'GO' had been cbtained If locn -on was
not obtained after two cycles, the aircraft was flown at progressively lower
heights (50 ft minimum) and the system rec yied tc chek f1 olock-or, he
minimum sea state (for a particular altitude was delined when the LP[N_ entered
the memory mode and could not be restored to proper operation after " o les

from TEST to LAT/LONG

4.4 System Utility. The LDNS control and display corbination was evaKlated in
ground tests and throughout the flight test program f- s,.itability and
usefulness in a hostile tactical environment Ihe evaliation included the ise of
NVG in conjunction with the LDNS The test method for tnis aspect is oetailed in

Section 4.5.

4.5 Use of NVG in Conjunction with LDNS

4 5.l The use of NVG in conjunction with the LDNS was evaluated diring a low
level tactical night flight involving the use of F4934A NVG by the cre4 Before

commencing NVG operations, a ground evaluation of cockpit configuration and
lighting was made with the cckpit blacked-out. As a result of this evaluation,
the aircraft was configured for NVG operations as outlined in Reference M, with
the following exceptions due to the limited scope of the evaluation :

a. The cockpit was not painted matt black.

b. Navigation and anti-collision lights kstrobe lights on A2-4551
were selected OFF in lieu of being covered with adhesive tape.

c. The landing and search lights were pre-set for autorotative
flight. A pink light filter was not available for installation on
the landing light.

d. The thin IR reflective tape was not available to mark gauges on
the instrument panel.

e. An emergency throw switch for instrument lighting was not
installed; however, the rheostat for the secondary lighting system
for the instrument panel was tagged with strips of tape squeezed
into a semi-rigid column extending approximately 50 mm from the
overhead panel so that the control could be quickly located and
activated if required.

f. The NVG-compatible cockpit illuminator was not available
it

-. _..... .j.



4.5.2 Local flying with the reconfigured cocKpit was ccnducted in the
Edinburgh area to gain sufficient experience in NVG operations bet-re indertaA-
ing a low level tactical night flight The cre,% and tneir i, tieF, were as

follows:

a. Pilot. o erall command and flying

b. Co-pilot. management of aircraft systers irccceiig iDNS. ar.d
monitoring of flight instruments.

c Navigator monitoring of nilght progressio. ,r. p-epated map,
advice on approaching obstr ctions/hazards, c-crdiatlon of data
rec or ding

d. Crewman and Flight Fitter Normal duties ior UH-lH opeiaticns

4.5.3 The pre-surveyed route used for the low level tacti, al rIght filgrt is
shown in Annex F. The waypoints annotated were entered in the LDNS CDU. l:re
mission simulated a patrol insertion at Waypoint 5 The ]eg Waypoint H 1C
Waypoint 1 was flown at approximately ,UWU ft AGL ine aircraft was landeO at
the airfield Waypoint io, and then proceeded at approximately .5u ft AGL to
Waypoint 4. From this feat-Are to the oestination Waypoint 5; the air-raft was
flown Nap of Earth ,NOEP, down the creek lIne, and landed at the destination
pad. After a break of approximately five minutes the aircraft retirred to
homeplate lWaypoint H) by similar pi,,iles

4.5.4 Comments regarding the evaluation were ierorded on tape by a recorder
connected into the aircraft intercommunication system.

4.6 Engineering Aspects The engineering aspects of tne LDNS installatin were
assessed on an opportunity basis throughout the flight test prrgram Any
failures of the equipment were noted and inaestigatec Additionally,
maintainability and construction of tne LDNS were evaluated Dy personnel from
ARDU Radio Development Flight (RDF . The major bomponents of the LDNS were
dismantled and inspected. Any deficiencies were noted. The alignment and
calibration procedures were evaluated in a desk-top study by an ARDU structures
engineer. Also, any deficiencies relating to use of the zipper-tubing were
noted.

4.7 Electromagnetic Compatibility. The Electromagneti, Compatibility EMCi of
the LDNS in combination with other aircraft systems was not assessed thig.h
the flight test program. However, any noticeable effects were noted and invest-
igated.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Human Factors Aspects

5.1.1 General. In Reference K, page 1-7. SKD states that the LDNS , n
isolation) meets the human engineering design criteria of MIL-STD-I14,C and
MIL-H-46855 (see also Annex D, Serial ib)r. The human factrs aspe ts of the
system, as installed in A2-455, were evaluated by p-ojet personnei during
ground and flight operations Problems or defi(iencies noted in the systrmati,
ground evaluations were further explored during t]ytrig opera lior.s rangrg !rorr
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environment. Any further deficiencies uncovered as a result of the flying
operations were noted. For these evaluations, the Design Eye Points (DEP) for

the pilot (right seat) and co-pilot (left seat) were used as the positional

references in the cockpit.

5.1.2 Layout of Controls and Displays

5.1.2.1 Computer/Display Unit (CDU). The CDU was positioned in the middle of

the left rack of the centre pedestal. With restraint harnesses locked, all

controls on the CDU were well within the functional reach of the co-pilot. The
controls were just within functional reach of the pilot, except for the DIM knob

which was just out of reach. However, with the inertia reel released, the pilot

could easily reach and operate the DIM control. The CDU keyboard was readily

accessible and convenient to use from the co-pilot's station, but slightly
difficult to access from the pilot's station. The angle between the

line-of-sight to the CDU displays and the plane of the display panel was

approximately 750 for the co-pilot and 450 for the pilot. Views of the CDU from

the DEP of the pilot and co-pilot are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Given the

constraints of the cockpit, the CDU position was optimal for co-pilot use and

was satisfactory. The applicable requirements of AIR STD 10/38C were met (see

Annex C, Serial 5).

F

FIGURE 5.1 - VIEW OF CDU FROM PILOT'S DESIGN EYE POINT
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FIGURE 5.2 - VIEW OF CDU FROM CO-PILOT'S DESIGN EYE POINT

5.1.2.2 Steering and Hover Indicator Unit (SHIU). The SHIU was positioned under

the pilot's primary flight instruments in lieu of the VHF-FM homing indicator,

and was intended to be used by the pilot only. The SHIU controls were well

within the functional reach of the pilot; however, the angle between the pilot's

line-of-sight to the instrumen~t and the plane of the instrument face was only
approximately 500. This led to significant parallax errors. A view of the SHIU

from the pilot's DEP (approximately) is shown in Figure 5.3. During tactical

flying, the pilot was required to regularly oonsult the instrument for steering
and distance-to-go information. The instrument was positioned well away from the

scan pattern used by the pilot for good lock-out (ubstacle/collision avoidance,

identification of features, landing pads, possible threats). As a consequence,

look-out by the pilot was slightly degraded. This, in combination with the
parallax errors, made the position of the SHIU unsatisfactory. The instrument

should be repositioned to reduce parallax errors and bring the instrument closer
to the visual scan used by the pilot for tactical flying. Revised positic'ning

will be assessed and reported under Reference N. The applicable requirement of
: AIR STD 10/30H and l/38C were met (see Annex C, Serials 3 to 5).AUX

WI
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FIGURE 5.3 - VIEW OF SHIU 'ROM PILOT'S DESIGN EYE POINT

5.1.2.3 Water Motion Switch. The water motion switch was mounted on the main

instrument panel just above the IFF control panel. A view of the switch from

approximately the DEP of the pilot's station is shown in Figure 5.4. The switch

was well outside the functional reach of the pilot and co-pilot with harnesses

locked. Even with the harness inertia reel released, the switch was still

difficult to reach and operate from the pilot's station. The switch did not

appear to be positioned in accordance with any human engineering principle

(namely functional grouping, importance, optimization, frequency-of-use or

sequence-of-use). In addition to finding the switch difficult to reach and
operate, pilots in a high workload situation, such as a night overwater Search

and Rescue (SAR) mission, may forge to operate the switch at the appropriate

time. If the switch was functionally grouped with one of the frequently used

LDNS components (CDU or SHIU) the likelihood of forgetting to operate the switch

would be reduced. The position of the water motion switch was unsatisfactory.

The switch should be functionally grouped with either the CDU or SHIU. ARDU has

recommended, at meetings associated with Reference N, that the switch be placed

on the right of the new CDU lighting panel.

| • I _ I II III L II I " " _ lu-
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FIGURE 5.4 - VIEW OF WATER MOTION SWITCH FROM PILOT'S DESIGN EYE POINT

5.1.2.4 DC Circuit Breakers. Protection of LDNS DC circuitry was provided by

five circuit breakers. The circuit breakers were not functionally grouped, as

two of the circuit breakers were located on the overhead DC circuit breaker

panel as shown in Figure 5.5, while the other three circuit breakers were

mounted just in front of the map case on the left of the centre pedestal, as

shown in Figure 5.6. The crew was able to easily reach and operate the circuit

breakers on the overhead panel. The three circuit breakers on the left of the
centre pedestal could only be reached by the co-pilot with harness unlocked;
however, operation of the left circuit breaker was extremely difficult.

Operation of the mid and right circuit breakers was impossible due to the

protruding map case. Reference C recommended that the three circuit breakers on
the left of the centre console be relocated in a functional grouping with the
two on the overhead panel so that the system could be quickly isolated in event

of an in-flight emergency such as an electrical fire. Initial investigations by

HQSC project szaff indicated that adequate system protection was provided by the

two LDNS circuit breakers on the overhead panel and other aircraft system

circuit breakers. The initial layout of the DC circuit breakers was

unsatisfactory. The HQSC investigations were substantiated, and the three

circuit breakers on the left of the centre pedestal were deleted. This resulted
in a satisfactory arrangement.



FIGURE 5.5 -VIEW OF OVERHEAD CIRCUI HREERS FROM PILOT'S DESIGN EYE POINT
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SI

FIGURE 5.6 VIEW OF CIRCUIT BREAKERS ON LEFT OF CENTRE PEDESTAL
FROM CO-PILOT'S DESIGN EYE POINT
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5.1.2.5 AC Circuit Breaker. The AC circuit breaker was mounted on the AC

circuit breaker panel on the right wall of the centre pedestal below the

collective lever of the right pilot's station. A view of the circuit breaker

panel from approximately the DEP of the pilot's station is shown in Figure 5.7.

The circuit breaker occupied the forward-most position on the bottom row. With

the restraint harness locked, the pilot could not reach the circuit breaker.
Even with the restraint harness unlocked, operation of the circuit breaker was

extremely difficult and would be hazardous in-flight due to possible fouling of
the flight controls by the torso and limbs of the pilot. Although the

probability of using the circuit breaker is extremely low, it should (ideally)

be readily accessible to at least one member of the crew. The position of the

circuit breaker was therefore unsatisfactory, although this deficiency was

ultimately attributable to the poor positioning of the AC circuit breaker panel
in toto. The long-term objective should be to reposition the entire AC circuit

breaker panel to a position readily accessible to the pilot.

FIGURE 5.7 -VIEW OF AC CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL FROM PILOT'S DESIGN EYE POINT
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5ol.3 Labelling and Readability of Controls and Displays

5.1.3.1 CDU MODE and DISPLAY Switches. When viewed from tne LEi cf The V:.
or co-pilot, several of the labels pertaining to switcrt positlon e 0bsd,,ei

by the knobs. To ensure that the switcnes were in the ccr:et pcsitirs, 'e
pilot or co-pilot had to lean towards the CDI so that a More jl1re<
line-of-sight was established and so that the labels coulc be -ead W 't,
familiarity, the crew members memorized the various fun'tions a-st *iatel .. ,t:

switch positioning, but selection mistakes still ccurrea oc-asiona y
Obscuration of the switch labelling will lead, on (vcai-uns, to 1itersion of
crew attention from their primary tasks and will therefore siigntly leglade
mission performance. The deficiency probably arose as a r-esI' -, cn.s : ing
the three-dimensional piece of equipment from two-oimensionai dzawings, omnorled
with the non-ideal viewing angle. The obscuration of severa, abei, oertaining
to the MODE and DISPLAY switches, by the swit(h knob, ren %.eweci "rrr >1

pilot's or co-pilot's DEP, was unsatisfactory. Fhe acquisitio.r i Iqjprner'-
which have similar deficiencies should be avoidea in future

5.1.3.2 CDU DISP and FLY-TO DEST Thumb-wheels. Ihe thamb-.heei rara( ters -F re
displayed in small windows beneath transparent 'apparenti Id i , set-

Under most daylight conditions, the thumb-wheel cha-a& ters wee lnrpaeui.be iLe
to reflections on the transparencies. The pilcts taa I : c.t 3-i, ial :y i:e :I-
windows with gloved hands whenever a thumb-wheei selerticn .as maAi "r heiec
This was found to be extremely annoying and olstracting The b.%( ,rat ia ot
thumb-wheel letters and numerals, caused by reflections orn tne -inr.uas d~i1 ng
daylight operations, was unsatisfactory The thumb-wneel windows sh,'utd be
modified to prevent reflections obscuring the rha:acterE

5,1.3.3 CDU MEM Indicator Lamp When viewed from tr,e co-pilot's DEF, the MEM
caution light on the CDU was obscured by the DIM control knob immediately to the
left of the light. The co-pilot was therefore often unaware of a<tivatian of the

MEM light until informed by the pilot, Memory mode operation of the LDNS as
easily detected by the pilot since the slaved SHID MuM light leli eil .irtnirl
his usual peripheral field-of-view. Although unsatista tory, obsuration of the
CDU MEM light by the DIM control knob kas lewed from the -o-piot'n DEPI, was
acceptable as the pilot easily detected the simultaneous illumination (-f the
SHIU MEM light.

5.1.3.4 CDU Keyboard Push-buttons The keyboard push-buttons were located on
the right of the CDU and were identified by etched, white-painted ietters and
numerals. The labels were unambiguous and easily read by both pilots in all cay
lighting conditions. The labels of frequently used push-buttons keg KYBD, may
become worn or grubby with extended periods of use and may therefore become
unreadable. This could be rectified by maintenance action The labelling and
readability of the keyboard push-buttons was satisfactory

5.1.3.5 CDU Alpha-Numeric Displays. The CDU displays ccmprised three windows
(Target Store Indicator, Centre Display and a main display nominally divided
into Left and Right Displays), Alpha-numeric information was displayed in these
windows by means of red-filtered incandescent lamps- The displays were generally
sunlight-readable with the dimming control adjusted to full bright. In some
light conditions, it was difficult to discern decimal points and degrees;
however, this did not greatly affect interpretation, From some viewing positions
commonly used by Iroquois pilots, the Left- or right-most filaments of tne tubes
were obscured; however, when viewed from the DEP of eitner pilot station, no
obscuration occurred Due to the design of the individual tubes, minor

_ _ 4' mmmm i lIlI
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ambiguities arose when reading the display, for example, r-sinte:rpeting 1he
letter 'S' as numeral 5'- These ambiguities were of no real -onsequence and did
not detract greatly from overall interpretation of displayed informalion Ihe
readability of the alpna-numeric displays was satisfactory.

5.1.3 6 SHIU Control Knobs, Two control knobs labelled NAV/HUV and !KE/XIK
were located, respectively, on the bottom left and bottom rigt of the instia-
ment. White dots marked on the tops of the knobs and white line-up marks located
on the base of the knobs were intended to give the pilot an mu: at ion of the
modes selected; however, any parallax caused misalignment of the dcts and lines
(due to the large vertical separation) and could nave led t,, mismnterprelation
Flags labelled GS/VV and TKE/XTK were attached to the knobs anj appearec in
windows in the bottom left and bottom right, respe~t-el), o tue SHIO face.
depending on selected mode This helped to overcome ambig.ities caused Dj the
poor design of the control knob line-up marks The design ,tf the SHiU control
knob line-up marks was unsatisfactory and sticula ue a cided in fut_.:e
equipments.

5.1.3.7 SHIU Groundspeed/Vertical Velocity Scale The g:cr, dspeed/ ,e: ti, a)
velocity scale was located on the left of the irstrumert a:cd marke .n b_ ., !
intervals from 0 to 300. A GS/VV pointer passed cve this scale to irai, ate
groundspeed in either knots or km/h. depending on CDU T--c, -eie, * .,)n, or
vertical speed in HOV mode. The uase of the ointer obs red .-oMe c f the
groundspeed scale numerals, causing slight dxffic:lty 12i ceaiirg ac urate
groundspeeds during quick scans. The SHIU gro-naspte scale stnd p-.inter
arrangement was unsatisfactory and should be avoided in tu:e designb

5,1.3.8 SHIU TKE Scale, The SHIU TKE scale was located at the top of the
indicator, adjacent to the vertical pointer With the instrhmert ocwated as per
paragraph 5-1.2.2, the numerical markings were obscured by tne oi'er SHIU fiame
when viewed from the pilot's DE , although the corresponding graduation marks
were visible. The obscuration of SHIU TKE scale numerals maje interpzetatcn of
displayed information difficult and was therefore unsatisfatory The ueficmen~y
may be overcome by relocation of the SHIU as recommended in paragzaph 5 lc )
5.1.3 9 SHIU GEO Light. An indicator lamp with a diffuse wnte tilter and
labelled GEO was mounted at the middle top of the SHIU, The lamp illuminrated
when the CDU was placed in LAT/LONG mode and served as an indication to the
pilot that SHIU displays were either knots or km/h groundspeed, and nauticai
miles or km (distance to go). The GEO labelling bore no real relevance to tie
LAT/LONG function and was initially confusing Additionally, illumination of the
light was hard to detect in direct sunlight. The labelling and readability of
the SHIU GEO light were therefore unsatisfactory, and these feat .res should be
avoided in future equipments. The applicable requirements of AIR SID 10/30H were
met (see Annex C, Serial 2).

5.1,3o10 Legend Abbreviations and Keyboard Arrangement. Except for the GEO

label (see paragraph 5,1.3.9) the abbreviations used on the LDNS were
unambiguous, The legend abbreviations and keyboard arrangement *ere satis-
factory. The keyboard arrangement was logical. The applicable requirements of
AIR STD l0/47A and 10/62B 'see Annex C, Serials 6 and 7, were met.
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5.1.4 Operation of Controls

5,14141 General. The operation of LDNS cant ols sAas ge;,eta... ,<' -_T

except for two minor deficiencies discussed in this seytior

5.1.4.2 CDU Keyboard Push-buttons The CDU push-buttons ^ere i ,ng-. >auec.

Data entry occurred on the release of the pusn-button Ihe. e a a ''. a *i.e
cue of push-button activation, and this led to s 1gt d i i eI. ar.i
occasional data entry mistakes in the high vibration -n,,ironmer' :1 <:.e hH-.h

The main causes of trese errors were, firstly, that I.e cper a'ot i i-.a, i

did not fully depress the push-button prior to "eiease, I in I e( ont>

'double-tapping', where a second inadvertent keystt :e a r e 1. e Io D

helicopter vibrations acting on the operator's hand i- Ji'il.. .t ' .v-e and

occasional mistake made when using the keyboard fush-D.rt- iT n o I bcrre

environment prolonged data entry procedures and, as a re- . ,igI . : edtcu

workload. The lack of sufficient tactile cues Nnen ,,c:-g -7 '1 , '-b at-

push-buttons was unsatisfactory Future equipments ir-enet tot ..,e in - ig,

vibration environment should in, orporate lest e-..e ,e

inadvertent/incorrect data entry when using keyboara p sh-bct.t

51.4.3 CDU Thumb-wheels The CDU th.mb-woneel/ were srrila: to tens s.ti 'o

other aircraft radio/naviga-.icn eqzipments; noe : r, rne raiseo gipi see7eJ
smaller than most others, Iris caised sZigwc 02ff, 'Itj 4hen p" ating toe
thumb-wheels with a gloved hand, as sometimes the wheel dij nr c F ,'s' to tie

next position. The operator often compersatee fot the tn,mb-whee reaahcliry

deficiency discussed in paragiapn 5 i 1,2 by mentally , :.un* ing tirc-ugt the

waypoint letters/numerals and then ,hecking fot crre( t. s eIet ion. I some
'clicks' were missed due to the difficulty itr using the thunb-wheei hittn a

gloved hand, a further selection iteration was required Inis was annoying and

added to operator workload, The operation of the CDU thu mb-wheeis .irh a gloved

hand was unsatisfactory The thumb-wheels on future designs sho,d be inirc,zed

to be more compatible with use by a gloved hand.

5.1 5 Lighting of Controls and Displays )
51.5 I General, The LDNS lighting system used 5 VDC in lieu ,f "P. VD" An 0

is UH-IH standard In the initial installation DOU panel and MEM/MAL light C[)U

and SHIU intensities were controlled by the centre pedestal cignting rioeostat

through a step-down voltage circuit. rhe SHIU lighting was ontralled by the
pilot's flight instruments rheostat and the CDU display intensity by tne LiM

control knob on the CDU During the evaluation, several LDNS lighting

deficiencies became apparent

5.1 5.2 CDU Panel and Keyboard Lighting The CDU panel ligh-ting was satis-

factory until KYBD push-button was depressed to 'freeze the di.splays or enter

data Depressing the KYBD push-button caused the panel and keyboard lights to

almost extinguish. The entire panel excluding displays) then became unreadable

at night, even with maximum intensity selected. Investigations revealed that the

stepped-down 5 VDC power supply was unable to meet the extra load demand

required to illuminate the CDU keyboard push-buttons consequent to actiation -,f

the KYBD push-button Programming of the LDNS was therefore impossible at night

without the aid of a secondary light source. The CDU panel and xeyboard lighting

was therefore unacceptable for night operations. This deficiency was reported by

ARDU in Reference C. As a result of this report, a new lighting system for the

CDU was designed, incorporating a stable 5 VDC power supply and a CDO LIGHT.

rheostat mounted on a small panel immediately aft of the LDNS CDU in the centre

pedestal. Although not ideal, this gave a satisfactory solution

. ... . .. - , i i i - II - 5
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5,1.5.3 MEM and MAL Indicator Lamps. The intensities of the amuer MEM and MAL
lights on the CDU and SHIU were controlled by the centre pedestal rheostat for
the initial installation. When the centre pedestal lights Aexe correctLy
adjusted, the MEM and MAL lights were excessively bright when they illminatei
during visual night operations. The brightness of the lights dazzlea the pilots
and caused loss of external reference and difficulty in reauing flignt
instruments. The brightness of the MEM/MAL lights, compared to ctrer cockpit
lighting, therefore constituted a flight safety hazard. Further. during daylight
operations, the centre pedestal lighting had to be selected ON fcr the MEM and
MAL lights to function. The excessive brightness of the MEM/MAL ir,i(ato: lamps,
combined with the requirement to select centre pedestal lignting ON ouring
daylight operations, rendered the MEM/MAL lighting system inac( epytable At 'ne
Reference D meeting, ARDU recommended that, since the MEM ana MAL indicator
lamps were intend d to provide cautionary advice to the pilcts, their lighting
control should be slaved to the aircraft Master Caution system, whi(h
incorporated a BRIGHT/DIM function. This was subsequently adopted and, followlng
design and incorporation of the required modifications, I ind ' be
satisfactory. The applicable requirements of AIR SID I1,/ 30H -ere mel see
Annex C, Serial 1).

5.1.5o4 Reflections of CDU Displays. During night operations, efile, tiurs from
letters and numerals of the CDU displays occurred in ttie piic's win steens
The reflections occupied the area directly in front of tne p:ii, ! - elu-c-view
and, although adjusted for proper balance and readability icr dire. t viewing,
were disproportionately bright compared to reflections f:-om otner centre
pedestal equipment lighting. The reflections were found to tDe disr, arting and
occasionally caused loss of visual contact with other aircraft equipped with
flashing red anti-collision lighting as they passed in front ol the test
aircraft. These reflections were therefore assessed as unsatisfactory, The
deficiency has been overcome by the incorporation of glareshields attachec to
the CDU, just above the main, centre and target store displays,

5.2 Navigation Accuracies

5.2.1 Velocity Accuracies

5.2.1.1 A total of 1,216 data points was collected to determine the velocity
accuracy of the LDNS in a UH-IH without an external load. The accuracy of the
total velocity errors (X, Y, Z axes) was 0 +0.53 mps~ilo or 0 +1 ,)3 knfq for
the groundspeed range +10 to t120 kn. Annex G, Table i lists the results in ASCC
AIR STD 53/12A format,

5.2.1.2 The ASCC requirement for velocity accuracy was t! kn ,2f, for tie
velocity range -50 to +100 kn and +1% (26) for the velocity range ,iOU to
+250 kn. The datum accuracy was 0 +0 2 mps (i , or 0 +*,.4 kn For the
groundspeed range tested the LDNS groundspeed accuracy was 0 T4 2b kn 2 f t and
did not meet the ASCC requirement overland in UH-1H A2-455 without an external
load (see Annex C, Serials 10 and Ii)

- -------
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5.2.1.3 A total ol 418 data points was collected to determine the velocity
accuracy of the LDNS in a UH-lH with an external load. 'he accuracy of the total
velocity errors (X. Y, Z axes) was -0.08 +0,26 mps 1 d, or -0,5 -0 51 kr. I C
for the groundspeed range +30 to +100 kn. Annex G, Table ists 'ne resilts in
ASCC AIR STD 53/12A format,

5.2.1.4 The ASCC requirement did not distinguish between an aircraft with or
without an external load when quoting required accuracies. For the grcundspeea
range tested, the LDNS groundspeed accuracy did not meet the ASCC requirement in
UH-IH A2-455 with an external load, overland, as the meai errcr was -0 08 mps
(-0.15 kn)(see Annex C, Serials 10 and i!".

5.2.1.5 Assuming the datum accuracy was constant for all tests including with
and without an external load), there was a slight degradaticn in groundspeed
accuracy when an external load of 4 x 44 gallon dr ,ms was carried The
degradation cannot be considered to be representative of possible eiicrs for
other types of external loads cleared for carriage by UH-H aircraft

5.2.1.6 No tests of velocity accuracy overwatez were corducted, as no
instrumentation was available,

5.2.2 Position Accuracies - General

5.2.2 1 Tests for position accuracy were ditided into three main areas.
straight and level flight overland; straight and level flight overwater; and NuE
flight. The carriage of an external load was expected to affect the velocity
accuracy and thus the position accuracy of the LDNS Therefore, tests were
conducted overland in straight and level flight witn an external load to
determine the possible effect on position accuracy causeo by the carriage of an
external load.

5.2.3 Position Accuracy Overland - Straight and Level A

5.2.3.1 The position accuracy tests overland were conducted at medium level
(500 and 5,000 feet) and at low level tiO and 50 feet), over toe same ground

0 0track oriented 305 T/125°T The medium level tests used radar-derived positions
as the datum positions. The radars were Adour Precision Instrumentation Radars.
The low level tests used surveyed man-made ground features as datum positions
The overall position error (radial) was 0.67% ,0.43% (CEP, of the Actual
Distance Gone (ADG). Annex G, Table G.2 lists the results for Cross Track Error
(CTE), Along Track Error (ATE) and Radial Error iRE' for straignt and level
flight overland. The overall CTE, ATE and RE are calculated as individual
errors. The RE for each level and the overall RE are not the root sum square of
CTE and ATE in each case.

5.2.3.2 From the results, the large CTE at low level is significantiy differ-

ent to that at medium level, CTE is mainly attributable to heading reference
error. The compass calibration deviations calculated prior to the tests (listed
in Annex A) indicated large deviations in the north-west quadrant. The

0deviations indicated a larger CTE should occur in the 305 T track. However, the
0results show the track of 125 T had the larger CTE. This could be caused by the

compass calibration using the Wild Datum B3 not being accurate iparagraph 3,6j
A separate Technical Investigation (TI 831) has been initiated to investigate
this possibility. Discussions with Aeronautical Research Laboratories iARL,
scientists revealed that, at low level, the AN/ASN-43 compass is susceptible tc
significant local area magnetic deviations, which are not apparent in medium to
high level flight. A magnetic survey of the Woomera range area was unavailable.
Post-test investigations revealed no other significant reasons for the increased
low level GTE.

_ V........
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52,3.3 The AIE for all ;--ns was ccrsistently

have been caused by the velocity used fcr a, I lsig no', e gCoe e:g
slightly low knegative veloc ity error No ma,-- a r 1 tre re-ar:
ATE being displaced negativel>,

5.2 3,4 The AFSR 5006 required tne radial errc be l' '-_ tr aT- ' 5% r:I
confidence limit of ADG, excloalng -bservable systerai, er r a.,earirg
reference error The A ecrcr of the crepass swing ej,.*" Z ma: i c, ,:

0
-0.29 which is equi-alernt to a CIF ot 0 51% ' 'latT . a .
+30 m i90%' which is eq ,\aient to ar, an c! . c% er ,r !!ee e, e,eac
error obsered lies withir the errors that ,e: P ,aC s T -1 o , -len, e ,e

was given in AFSR 51)006 for the raaial zrr -i tr !Te eT - :.
was assumed to be CEF Thus the LDNa p, sI icc a , y - , 4 " ALG

met the requirements of 0 FSR Y,06. ol e, lan y, straig_ i iglI Cee

Annex D, Serial i-l

5 2,3,5 Tests were conducted ,c- ete:sine 1! ex'e i 1 tte-ie e

position accurac.y ct the LDNS and, it t, t,- at, tnesis ^zez

conducted at 500 feet AGL ir straoght and ce,-e[ :le,, e i- . ro "0CO
are listed in Annex G, 'Table G

5.2 3.6 From the restiits, th-ere was a egradal- i A r',n a-iial I-',

no significant degradation in te CEi cl the LiN> p<sJt71 7 a .ta, a- %. n an
external load was carried at L(,o teeet AGL A F the '.,ei i- i -1",--: y as
degraded by an externa load, the T-s.itior a-.ra v ,J 5 eqCe LO "- he iegrajed,
in particular the ATE The escilts 5)hc, tre pae 171'-- a-. , ; y ceg:a/ati. .as
not of the same ratio as the i-,eIocity a- *ra. l 'g:n&i. t i he, e .e:e
significant differences in CIE in both directi-ns The. etce n- aignificart
differences in AlE in beth directions Ihe ar-rage of a metalli- extErnal ,an

may have afferted the AN/ASN-43 ,-ompass a- -ray Nc' lestie , -,n,,teo :<:

determine this possibility,

5.2 4 Position Ac ca, y Overland - Nap ci Earth Flight

5.2.4.1 The NOE flight tests were cori-uc ted to dete-rTi re iI ar<.a.,at mar, oe,-
rlng affected the LDNS position af-, -ra, y A total o 1 4 daji p, ints was )
collected. The overall radial error was 2 .9% 0O /4% CEP, of A-il . e CIE ,as
-0.17% _1 80% CEP Tne ATE was -0,01% *U -'% CEI ire LUNS i:(A nc - meet the

requirements of AFSR 5006 for NlE tIlgots o.,erland.

5.2 4.2 The AN/ASN-43 -ompass hias a sl,' alignment settling eiricd -greater
than two minutes'. The constant manneu,.ning isaily did ri,t ail.ci Ihe ompass to
settle on a new heading before another heading lhange a,, mare T,,i erCrs were
introduced into the LDNS, and were the cause or the (Ci A, the reF ts were IF,

several directions, incliiing ieil-rocal tradks, the ci-eiaii Ci is n ot a clear
guide to the performance of the IDNS, whereas the -verai l RI, based on
individual absolute values (-! CTE, is a bette indi, at i: oft the sstem
performance.

5.2,5 Position Acrurary Oxerwatei - Straigrt a:d level

5.2o5.1 The overwater flights were conduc ted to determine it any sigrntti:ar
difference in the LDNS position a( .. ra-y occurred due ai S difleer et elei irg
surface for the Doppler radar beams Ihe tests were -rod, ted o-er tw: -e oais Itie
sea current and wind ve -tor inse. ted into the iUNs7 C , * -e f ii St Jav -! ti,e

tests overwater were 360 0 T at I kn and 220, a- - k- respe tlieiy On tie
second day, the sea ri.Trent was the same; the wind kect-; Aa. ,- I at S -n A
total of 10 data points was collected

.. 1
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5.2.5,2 The overall RE was 2.07% .1.12% (CEP) of ADG. The CTE was -i.5ii
.1.30% (CEP) and the ATE was -0.04% 0.97% (CEP). The LDNS did not meet tSe
requirements of AFSR 5006 in overwater, straight and level flight

5 2r5.3 The CTE lies outside the limits of the compass error but il mo"

probably caused by the residual compass deviations, and tre a rcss ':a( K
velocity errors being increased overwater. The ATE limits are i.der *har. ,! e
overland straight and level ATE, indicating the veiocly error *,!"re..1

overwater is slightly degraded. The effect, if any, of 'he arriage oi a
the Doppler radar beams, and hence position error, was nct les'ei t e 1. ,
error may have been due in part to the Doppler signa. oeing I-1 , ".
floats.

5.2.6 Summary of Navigation Accuracy Conclusions

5.2.6.1 Overall, the LDNS did not meet the ASCC requiremenc' ! . 'V V,

met the AFSR 5006 requirements for position accuracy overlani . . . '..
level flight. The LDNS did not meet the position accuracy reqoirerpr' r N<, .
overwater flight. An external load degraded both the velucii' a-.ci p-c1*'
accuracies. However, the navigation accuracies of the LDNS ee gererally

satisfactory for UH-IH operations.

5.3 LDNS Operating Envelope

5.3.1 Attitude Limits. Using the methods outlined in paragraph 4.3 1, the
attitude limits for LDNS operation overland (Woomera, SA area) were detcrmined
to be -30 degrees in pitch and +60 degrees in roll at low heights (up to 500 ft
AGL). No 'unlocks' attributable To attitude limitations were obser,ed during low
level tactical flying (overland). At approximately 5,000 ft AGL, occasional
unlocks occurred at 30 degrees of pitch and roll. At 10,000 ft AGL, the LDNS
would not maintain lock at greater than 20 degrees of pitch or roll, and some

unlocks occurred during straight and level flight. These tests showed that the

LDNS attitude operating limits reduced as a function of aircraft height above
terrain Flight over other areas showed that the limits were also dependent on
terrain type. For example, lock was held at 8,000 ft AGL (approximately) up to
20 degrees of pitch and roll over mountainous areas of the Great Dividing Range
in South-East Queensland. Unlocks occurred overwater (Sea State 4, see Table
3.3) at 3,000 ft and 30 degrees of roAl. Although dependent on height and
terrain type, the attitude limits were generally in excess of attitudes
typically used by Iroquois pilots involved in corresponding missions, for
example, tactical low level flying overland, or an overwater SAR task. The
attitude limits did not, therefore, impinge adversely on use of the LDNS in the
UH-IH. The aircraft attitude limits for normal LDNS operation were therefore
satisfactory. The requirements of AIR STD 53/9C (see Annex C, Serials 12 to 17)
and AFSR 5006 (see Annex D, Serials 3 and 4), were not fully met.

5.3.2 Altitude Limits. Within the limits established in paragraphs 5.3.1 and
5.3.3, the LDNS operated normally at all altitudes tested, from ground level to
10,000 ft AGL overland, and 50 ft to 5,000 ft ASL overwater. No specific
limitation attributable to altitude alone could be found, and this feature was
therefore assessed as satisfactory. The applicable requirements of AIR STD 53/9C
(see Annex C, Serial 18) and AFSR 5006 (aee Annex D, Serial 2) were met.

_ -m4 m ...
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5.3.3 Minimum Sea State. Using the method described in paragraph 4 13, the
minimum Sea State for proper LDNS operation during straight and level flignt -as
determined to be 2 to 3, as defined in Table 3.3 At Sea State 3, oc(asional
unlocks occurred at altitudes as low as 1,000 ft. It was sometimes necessary to

recycle through the TEST mode to regain lock under these conditions With Sea
State 2, the LDNS entered MEMORY mode and could not De manually unlocked even
when flying at 50 ft ASL. The failure of the LDNS to properly cpeiate in
straight and level flight over Sea States of 3 or less *ill Lietra,-t from
overwater SAR and deployment mission effectiveness on a considerable percentage
basis, especially in tropical areas wnere winds of less khan. nots
predominate for large time periods. The failire of the LDNS tc prope y -pera'e
during straight and level flight over Sea States less tnar w -as r Ia tory
The applicable requirements of AIR STD 53/9C see Annex C, her ia. aro AICH
5006 (see Annex D, Serials 15 and 17) were not met

5.4 System Utility

5o4.1 Pre-flight/Built-In-Test (BIT'. Apart from system programmi1ng, I,e

pre-flight procedires were straightforward, un~cmplicateo and j ,.iki, a, m-
lished. The LRUs, connectors, looming and circuit breakers were teaked lor
condition and security as part of the alk-arcand inspertion, and iid rcc' aii
significantly to the time required for completion. Operational ser , eaiiii'y ,!
the system was determined by selecting aircraft DC and AC elect: i~ai power N,
then selecting, in turn, LAMP TEST, then TEST, via the CDU mode swit,-, n. ? te
LAMP TEST position, all alpna-numeric display t be lilaments, MFM ar" MAL
indicator lamps, edge lighting and push-button lamps illuminated S-n the CiU and
SHIU, providing the system was fully serviceable, Any failuares were eye- attring
and quickly detected. Following a successful LAMP TEST, the mode switch was
placed to TEST. As the BIT progressed, a series of alpha-nmer' characters ,of
no consequence to the pilot) were displayed on the left display of the CD11
Approximately 15 seconds after selecting TEST, 'GO appeared in the left display
of the CDU, providing the BIT did not detect any fallu:es Failures were
indicated by illumination of the MAL indicator lamps and a message :ode on the
CDU left and right displays. If a malfunction occurred during flight, as
indicated by illumination of the MAL lamps, the failure could be identified by
selecting TEST mode and noting the failure code. Approximately five seconds
after obtaining a 'GO' in TEST mode, the CDU-indicated aircraft neading, pitch
and roll to the nearest 0 1 degree. During the flight test program, all system
failures were detected by the BIT. The pre-flight and BIT procedures were
simple, quick and effective and therefore satisfactory The applicable
requirements of AIR STD 53/9C were met ksee Annex C, Serial 26).

5.4.2 BIT Operation Without AC Power. If operation of the BIT (TEST Mode) was
attempted without the aircraft inverter tAC electrical power) selected ON, the
CDU indicated a malfunction (MN) and failure code S050000 Although normal
programming was possible, indication of a malfunction was correct since vertical
gyro and heading gyro inputs are required for correct LDNS operation, and both
of these systems are AC-powered. Reference E, Table 3-7, however, shows actions
for failure code S050000 as:

'Replace timer/interface circuit card IA2, and retest. If same failure
code appears, replace A/D converter circuit lAl.'

This was initially confusing since pre-flight inspections and system checkouts
are not normally performed with AC power ON. The remedy for failure code SOSODO
in Reference E, Table 3-7 was misleading. Notes shoula be included in
Reference E, and Reference F amended to reflect that AC power is required to De
ON for full system check-out.
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5.4.3 System Operating Procedures

5.4.3.1 General, Althougn some system operating procedures were simple,
logical and quickly accomplished, and therefore well sultea to Iroquois
operations, there were several procedures that were either over-complicated or
required an excessive number of keystrokes to accomplish These prccedures,
which are discussed in the following paragraphs, increased operator training
time, the likelihood of mistakes and pilot workload

5.4.3.2 Entering UTM Waypoints

5.4.3.2.1 Entry of a UTM waypoint was accomplished ty selectirng UTM mode,
display switch to DEST/TGT and rotating the DEST DISP trumb-wneel to the desireo
letter or numeral. Consider entry of Grid Zone identifier baH, area CV. easting
9876, northing 1234 as Waypoint H Data entry would proceed as feilows-

a. Select Waypoint H on thumb-wheel.

b- Depress KYBD push-button. Observe tnat display freezes and TGT bTH
indicator blanks,

c, Depress KYBD push-button Obserlve that ,entre Jispiay blanks
Enter grid zone identilier by depressing 'eys u, 4, i, . where i.
2 = H),

d, Depress KYBD push-button, Observe that left and right displays
blank. Depress keys i, 3i=C); 8. / =Vs; 9, 8, ', b. I, 2, ,

e. !f satisfied that data is correct, depress ENT key

This procedure stores the data in Waypoint H location, ready f1,r navigation.
Following waypoint entry, UTM spheroid and waypoint variation srouid also be
chec~ed/entered, Although logical in defining a grid reference by progressing
from the large area identifiers down to the eight numeral referen e, the pr-cess
became extremely repetitive and time-consuming when a large number of waypoints
was to be entered. For most UH-lH operations, it is highly unlikely that flights
would cover an area where several Grid Zone identifiers would be used For this
reason, several keystrokes could have been saved if the Grid Zone identifier was
set up to be entered last instead of first, since it would be highly probable
that the data was already correct from a previous waypoint entry

5.4.3.2.2 Consider entry of the previously-used waypoint data ii the Grid Zone
identifier had been correct, and if the programming change outlined in paragraph
5.4.3.2.1 was employed:

a. Select Waypoint H on thumb-wheel,

b. Depress KYBD push-button. Observe that display freezes and TGT STR
indicator blanks.

c. Depress KYBD push-button. Observe that left and right displays
blank. Enter grid reference CV98761234 by depressing keys i,
3(=C);8, '7(=Vi; 9, 8, 7, 6, 1, 2, 3, 4,

ft
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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d. ChecK ,entre display to see if Grid Z_,ne ioentifier is rotrec(t for
waypoint being enteied in this ex~atpIe it is , ] crre,'
depress ENT key,

S4,3.2 3 The procedure <tlined in paragrzap .n ,'a' ia e .see--i.
keystrokes when programmirng a large nutmber ! wavpuoi's for a ta: a. area
operation. Although satisfactory, The p-:eiore fD- entering a arge i.umber ,t
UTM waypoints was not ideailly s-ited to ta, - ii UH--H oierari- -r and , tIi !ave

been better 'streamlined'.

t 4, 3 3 Entering Waypcint Va. lation Pe o -. Oi n-ri -or t .
constraint, the variation for earn waypi r.' boo 1: be e*e I a! lei p: 0g-ammng~g
the co-ordinates for tiat -aypoi:ro -IlM , LA:,N : Ne 5, 'H VAR IlspiaV

selection, the ie't aisplay irdir are IM .17 '1r *oj0 t " : i::' , is2a3

indicated waypoini var iat Ions, it U1M mi.05 .0. ifl .s0 ei t -I 'Tie a.4p .- be
spheroid for one waypoint set the syst er- -' a ,cei : -re 1 : '9'4h 'a:', and
for navigation use. Ihe toicowing pr, edrs as -1rgicm a'l n-.

var iat ion:

a Mode was sele ted to U'iM. LA,/lI )NG ct BACK-UP

b Display .as selected to Ic:H/VAh

SDES' I 1 SP thumb-wheel was Tocted t de 1tP set' L- g

d. The KYBD pv3sh-zt -n ,as depr essed Ire Jlsrla tv oze and "t.e

TGT STR indccaroi blanked

el If the UIM soneroi d infoi mari< n was c ei,, P :.e K3B K a-
depressed ,Aice, to bank tne right ;ARr isplay,

f The vaiation 4as tier, programmed and ertei ed

The requirement t:o 'pass thr ,i.' the spher-. id cr-- ,na- time a vaypuir:
variation was programmed, ( ai.sed the proc edu- e tc be t I me-:no.: ing and
increased the probability of mistaKe d.-e t o the irno dinately righ r n-ber of
keystrokes required. Additionally, since waypoint variation was 'dumped each
time waypoint co-ordinates were programmed, pilots it a hig- wo-k~c-,d or quliK
response environment were prone to target to enter waypoint ailat ion, tOssibly
seriously degrading navigation accuracy. The Vooedo e ' entr ng waypoint
variation was over-complicated and time- onisuming. and trerefore nsarisfactory-
The procedure could have been better streamlined by ,sing ire left display for
VAR and the right display fcr S-H nen display was; seie, teo to Si'H/VAR

5)4.3.4 Entering Wind, Sea Current and Target Mutirn Entry of wind
fspeed/direction,, sea current and target motion was a(ompiished in either UIM
or LAT/LONG mode with display selected to WiND al/DIR Wt,e., .ni!iaiiy selected,
asterisks appeared in each o -he dispLays Deptessing lrte KYBP' pris,-butt.,n
called up wind effect k i parameters A seond a(t 1vatior on, the KYK'
push-button called up sea r urrent SC parameters, The thIrd acroti ionr calIe
up target motion 'TM, parameters. This 'step-through piro,?edure was 1'he resu"t
of combining the three factors WE, SC and TM on toe same display positron !ni
programming. The procedure to enter data for any of trese parameters -As
illogical, in that the ENT key was depressed before data was altualy entered
Consider entry of a sea current of 4 knots/o3o degrees The foli,Aing procedore
was followed
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a. Select mode to LAT/LONG

b. Select display to WIND SP/DIR- Asterisks are displayed.

c. Depress KYBD push-button. WE XXX is displayed.

d. Depress KYBD push-button. SC XXX is displayed.

e. Depress ENT push-button, then KYBD push-button twice. Left display
blanks.

fo Enter speed (0, 0, 4).

g. Depress KYBD push-button Right display blanks.

h. Enter direction (0, 3, 0)z

i. Depress ENT push-button.

Unless the operator was highly conversant with system operating procedures, this

somewhat illogical keystroke sequence was easily forgotten and leo to mistakes-
RAAF UH-HI operations only occasionally involve flight over water, and the
majority of these flights are high workload, quick-response SAR missions, Due to
irregularity of use and the illogical keystroke sequence, Iroquois pilots will
often have to consult LDNS pilot's notes to correctly program the system. This
will be found to be frustrating and time-consuming in the high workload, quick
response environment. The procedure for programming wind, sea current and target
motion was illogical, time-consuming and therefore unsatisfactory.

5,4.3 5 System Initialization/Update. Several methods were available to
initialize or update the system The evaluation revealed that all but the
DIST/BRG/TIME method of initialization/update were too lengthy or distracting to
be of practical use in the tactical environment. in the DIST/BRG/TIME method,
the aircraft was flown to visually on top of the selected FLY-TO waypoint. The
display switch was selected to DIST/BRG/TIME. When the aircraft was over the
waypoint, the KYBD push-button was depressed, and the displays froze. If
update/initialization was required, the ENT push-button was then depressed. The
update was then effective from the time of initially depressing and releasing
the KYBD push-button. The two other updating procedures involved flight over a
recognized landmark, either in anticipation of, or after, a visual fix. _,th
methods involved reading the landmark co-ordinates from the map, then entering
the data in a procedure similar to that outlined in paragraph 5.4.3.2.1. The
distraction and workload involved with these types of updates in a tactical
environment were prohibitive in that the system operator (probably co-pilot) had
to devote his full attention to the LDNS and map reading for a period of
approximately five minutes. The requirement for these types of updates could be
avoided by thorough pre-flight planning. If well defined waypoints were selected
at approximately 10 to 20 km intervals, the aircraft could be flown to
successive waypoints and DIST/BRG/TIME updates made if necessary. If high
accuracy at final destination was required, a final update could be performed at
a waypoint (or 'gate-in') no more than five kilometres away. This method of
navigation proved very effective during tactical flying. If waypoints were
programmed before departure, and the successive waypoints were overflown twith
updates as required), crew workload during tactical flying was considerably
reduced compared to non-LDNS-equipped aircraft operations. The pilot flying the
aircraft could make the most effective use of terrain between waypoints without
becoming too concerned that the 'navigator would become lost. The 'navigator'
was only required to monitor the LDNS performance and position. Due to the large

i
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reduction in the navigation ,orkloao, the crew was able to be Iere , ti cativ
aware and devote more attention to, nigher priority tasks, sh 1a: out for

enemy air and ground forces initialization/update proceaures, oter than the
DIST/BRG/TIME method, were unacceptable for use in the tac t ii environment.
Given thorough pre-flignt planning, na igation ,sing L>'bRuTME updates was
very effective during tactical lying

5.4.3.6 Target Store Operations I'he target store tacxiity on tie CDU enabled
the LDNS-derived Present Position F1 i tr be autoratically stored in the
waypoint location shown by the target stre indicator when the :GT STR
push-button was depressed Waypoin, locations b tnrough 9 were available for
this purpose, and were cycled trrougn ir sequence with ea( h act:vation of 'Ile
TGT STR push-button, Waypoint jata stored in the location snown by the target
store indicator .as dumped when 'he IGI 0TR psh-button sas depressed. lhis
greatly restricted the selulnei- of this feature For exampLe, consicer an
aircraft proceeding from Waypin, c to Wayooint b, .it, 0 displayed in the
target store indicator An enerwi gi.cuo installation is sighted and the GI STR
push-button is depressed to store ii' at the tlime o' sighting kfor post-fiignt
intelligence debriefing or other purposes,. he 'navigator is then required to
either move the stored target position to another waypoint 1-oration, or
reprogram the original Wayp,-irt o data into another waypoint which would, of
course, dump the original data for !.hat waypcint; Either of !he-e operations is
lengthy and relatively complicated, and wouri detract sign. fic antly from
operator performance of other, mnre tactically itnporlant, duties Cre~s may
circumvent this difficulty by one of the foliowing methods

a. Having wsapoini locaticns o t I -; (ant if" not essential to usel
so that they can be used lor iasget storage purposes. This reduc-es

the overall utility o1 the system.

0 b. Instead of using the target stere method, the operator may enter
PP in a waypoint location that is of no further or little ose.

c Selecting display to PP and depressing the KYBD push-button, then
manually copying the data for subsequent programming or debrief

Although the ability to quickly store target position information was valuable
in the tactical environment, the implications of te use of the feac-re, as
mechanized in the LDNS, detracted from system utility, and was therefore
unsatisfactory The deficiency toiiid be overcome by incorporating extra storage
locations specifically for target .tore operations

5.4.4 Displayed Navigation Information The range of navigation information
available for display is detailed in paragraph ., i I for the CPU and para-
graph 2 2 for the SHIO The most usetfi ann most ommoni. used CDU display was
DIST/BRG/T1ME. Other displays ,PP. Gui'lK arnd XlK/i'KE? were less frequentiy used,
but provided comprehensive natigatiorn information The capability to change
quickly from ITM to AI/LONG mode by one movertent ul the mode switc was also

useful when changing from Operational Navigation Charts xl.I,(.c ,-iU scale; tu
tactical maps usually 15l),OO sae) ThiL facility also allowed programming
in one mode, and airborne navigation in the other The SHIU NAV mode displays
were well suited and very usefui for flying in the tactihal environment. By
reference to the SHIU, the pilot I flying the aircraft was able to take far mne
advantage of terrain, or make q,,ick dec.isions in relation to avoiding action
(for example, running to a hidet while still reraining cognizant of the relative
position of the next waypoint. or final destination This information was also
extremely useful in SAP operations The range of navigation irformation was
comprehensive and well suited to tactical and SAR operations. In this respect,
the introduction of the LDNS will significantly enhance tactical and SAR
operations by RAAF UH-lH aircraft The applicable requirements of ASR 5006 were
generally met Ise Annex D, Serials b to 12.

______ ____ A_
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5,4 5 Night Vision Goggle INVG, Operations NVG opelat ions n. ,nnion r.

the LDNS are described in Section 4 5 This eAldaticn ijeri' itei .everai
serious deficiencies, pertanring to use of NVG in UH-il airoral:, .Licn wil: be
reported on under other tasks 'ie majority : toese dli ii. ie, nvoled
cockpi t I ighting and htiman factars aspe- ts of the NVG 11 ,! r er Tran an
extremely familiar area, ,is a[ i:avigatiorn her, using NVG , reated an
unacceptably hig. pilot worKload -h i wai- i e to toe uifim fl,1,y in -eading maps
through the NVG and the di f fuIty ir sanning for i entiiabe featlires to
obtain a visual fix. The availabililty oL LbNS navigat ion -,trrain o,-er ame
several of these probiems, the LDNS )perator was abie ?o t-rbaiiy direvt toe
pilot to successive waypoints by ref erer e tc LDN ,I )spia:...r iMantaii
accuracy, updates were performed wtenever LDNS jiOl ci ', I 'Vr I 'Idf If- ex( ess of

200 metres at any waypoint By selection of realir I .ice ^ayp)Ins sUCh
as ruins and road intersectiors and by upda*ing the i[,,, -i ,te. was able to
navigate accurately ard ro-ertly i c, ,ihe destlnation ;q.- 1 re-S 11 find

the LDNS a valuable asset f.,r NVG operaii i,rs ::e -n004 I:o, h ,he LDNS

significantly incre--o-d tne operat i ,niai i a lI t I ' fie l H-,H L er,:,ar 1irig NVG
operations.

5.5 Engineering Aspects

5,5.1 Evaluation by ARDU Radic Development HIigh' HDt

5,5 1.1 General The LDNS, as s, ppi ed by KIj. t-nd Ii !tel to r quoi s A. -45.
was evaluated by ARDU RDF pezscrnnel ]he e, al.ati-,;, afs oi.j,,cteu in -wo areas,
namely construction and instailation aspe,-ts,

5.5.1o2 Construction Aspects The e'ajator n1 onstr~ction aspects concen-
trated on the RTA, SDC and CDU. Uverai.,, the LDNS was very well orstr- ted The
following points highlight botn positive and negative tea'- fe-.- )I the ani,s
concerned,

5.5.2 Receiver/Transmitter Antenna

5-5.2.1 The antenna section was weil made and of solid construction, There
appeared to be no chance of warping or distortion.

5.5.2.2 The unit was totally sealed against RF and environmental factors.

5,5.2 3 The '0' rings under the sciew-heads appeared to he for 'once only'
use. These should be replaced after each sc'ew removal,

5.5 2,4 The electronic section was well constricted The layout was good and
the assembly was easy to dismantle for servicing

5.5..°5 The Printed Circuit Board ,PCb) was shockmounted w.th the connectors
held to the board by screws.

5.5.2.6 The components on the PCB were monted using a solidified black
substance in the form of fingers' to prevent individual movement,

5.5,2,7 The wave guide section was well constructed and laid out,

5.5.2.8 All looms were tied with waxed string

5.5.3 Signal/Data Converter

5.5.3.1 Fifteen screws had to be removed to expose the inside <t the box. Six
screws held each of the circuit card assemblies in the box arid sixteen screws
held each card to its frame This made extraction of a card very tedious.

'S
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5.5.3.2 The PCBs were manufactured from 0.1 inch thick substrate and were
mounted on a diecast frame (by sixteen screws), one board on each side of the
frame. This method of construction resulted in a very rigid board assembly

5.5.3.3 The soldering throughout the SDC was of a very hign standard

5.5.3.4 Two types of conformal coating were used on the PCBs, namely
'epoxy/varnish' and 'silastic'.

5.5.3.5 The PCB/frame assembly was difficult to remove 1ron the box without
use of the extraction tool, ARDU was not supplied with these tools

5.5.3.6 Most of the larger components (transistors, capacitcrs, ICs) were
mounted as per paragraph 5.5 2.6.

5.5.3.7 Servicing could become awkward due to the conformal coatings and
mounting substances

5.5.3.8 The power supply module had some uninsulated wire within 0.05 inch of
the chassis, This wire was attached to a high power IC and arcing could result
under certain conditions.

5.5.3.9 The power supply module PCB was very thin "although two-layered) and
was bonded, in toto, to the chassis which acted as a heat sink All cooiponent
leads were treated as for a 'flat pack' IC-

5.5.3.10 The mother board was soldered well and the wirirg was tied with waxed
string.

5.5.3.11 Some corrosion was evident on the diecast box under the mating
surfaces of the power supply/chassis mounting

5.5.4 Computer/Display Unit

5.5.4.1 The PCBs were difficult to remove without the special extraction tool.

5,5.4.2 In the CDU examined, PCB 'Ab' appeared to be too wide and was
therefore warped. The PCB was too difficult to remove.

5.5.4.3 Individual PCBs were not marked with their corresponding locations in
the mainframe; that is, 'Al' to 'A6' . There was no indication on the PCBs as to
their locations. The main connectors to the mother board were keyed, thus
preventing incorrect insertion of the boards.

5.5.4.4 The top connector plugs on PCBs 'Al' and 'A2' had to be removed before
the PCBs could be extracted. Removal of the plugs was very awkward. Extraction
of the PCBs was still difficult as the top connectors fouled. Also, the PCBs
each had eight top connector plugs.

5.5.4,5 The top connector plugs for PCBs 'Al' and 'A2' were poorly marked and
could be misplaced.

5.5.4.6 The mother board was connected to the mainframe via connector plugs,
not hard-wired.

5.5.4.7 The mother board was quite well wire-wrapped. Some capacitors had been
added to the power supply PCB connector by soldering them to the wire-wrap pins
and glueing to the board. This area was poorly constructed and not up to the
high standard achieved elsewhere within the CDU.

'.5
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5.5.4.8 Dust arid moisture sealing of the keyboard push-buttons was achieved by
the use of rubber boots over the push-button shafts. These boots flexed when the
push-buttons were operated and may eventually tear.

5.5.4.9 There were no seals around either of the CDU thumb-wheels to prevent
the ingress of dust or moisture. This could eventually cause failure of the CDU.

5.5.4.10 Replacement of any component on the front of the CDU (except light
bulbs or alpha-numeric tubes) would necessitate complete dismantling of the CDU
as the box was diecast in one piece; that is, the front panel was unable to be
removed in isolation.

5.5.4.11 The panel lights were part of the plastic face plate and appeared riot
to be replaceable. If one light fuses it may be necessary to replace the whole
panel .

5.5.4.12 The bottom cover plate of the CDU did riot incorporate a gasket. The
bottom of the unit was therefore not sealed against the ingress of dust or
moisture.

5.5.5 Installation Aspects

5.5.5.1 The evaluation of the installation of the LDNS in Iroquois UH-lH
A2-455 covered the SDC, CDU, RTA, SHIU arid junction box.

5.5.5.2 Signal/Data Converter. The SDC was reasonably accessible and could be
interchanged in approximately six minutes with the aid of a Phillips head
screwdriver.

5.5.5.3 Computer/Display Unit. The CDU was held in the centre pedestal by
eight Dzuz fasteners. The connector plugs were difficult to connect arid
disconnect unless surrounding control boxes were removed, because the backshells
were of the 90 degree type and the connecting cable was clamped too short.This
greatly increased the time required to interchange units, and barely met the 15
minute limit. The time was reduced by unclamping and extending the connector
cable. This eliminated the need to remove other control boxes.

5.5.5.4 Receiver/Transmitter Antenna. The mounting housing for the RTA attains
sufficient rigidity only when complete. With the rear panel arid RTA removed, the
housing was quite flexible and prone to accidental, permanent deformation
possibly leading to antenna misalignment. The access panel stringer on the
housing was likely to damage the antenna face upon installation or removal.
Installation or removal of the RTA was further complicated by the poor
accessibility of the earthing strap and connector plug. A right-angled
screwdriver had to be employed to install the earthing strap. The connector plug
access hole into the tail boom was too small. If the connector is bumped during
installation of the RTA, it can lodge inside the tail boom. It could riot then be
retrieved by hand through the access hole. If the hole was sufficiently
enlarged, both hand retrieval of the connector and satisfactory access to the
earthing strap would be possible. The poor access to RTA components increased
the time required to interchange units to approximately 35 minutes. The
applicable requirements of AFSR 5006 were not met (see Annex D, Serial 25).
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5.5.5.5 Steering and Hover Indicator Unit. The SHIU was mounted on the
instrument panel by four Phillips head screws. With these undone, the unit could
be eased out of the instrument panel and disconnected. Unit interchange was
therefore quick 'approximately five minutes) and easy.

5.5.5.6 Junction Box. The junction box was mounted deep within the nose
electronics compartment of the aircraft. The mounts for the junction box were
very flimsy without the unit installed. Due to the location of the box, access
to install or remove the plugs was very limited. This made the junction box
extremely difficult and time-consuming to install or remove iremoval and
reinstallation took approximately 45 minutes), The applicable requirements of
AFSR 5006 were not met tsee Annex D, Serial 25)

5.5.6 Conclusion - ARDU RDF Evaluation

5.5.6.1 The LDNS was a well constructed set of avionics equipment. Except for
those deficiencies noted, ARDU RDF was impressed by this system.

5.5.7 System Reliability. System reliability could not be rigorously tested
due to insufficient operating time- However-, during the flight test program,
totalling 26.3 flying hours, only one failure was detected by the BIT. When
landing at Woodside, SA, on deployment for NVG operations, the MAL lights
illuminated. Mode was selected to TEST and code MN S050000 was displayed Since
this could have indicated AC power supply problems isee paragraph 5.4 2),
aircraft inverter selections and AC voltages were checked ard found correct. The
LDNS was then cycled to OFF then TEST. The BIT then registered GO, arid
subsequent system operation was normal. Another failure was detected during
ground checking of a spare CDU. Four of the alpha-numeric tubes on the CDU
display were found to be faulty and had to be replaced. SKD representatives
stated that these tubes were supplied by a sub-contractor and were rot subject
to SKD quality control, other than normal pre-delivery system checks. The new
tubes operated satisfactorily for the remaining 50 hours (approximately) of
system operation at ARDU. Within the scope of the test program, system
reliability was satisfactory. Deduction of accurate system reliability
statistics would have required a much larger data base. Rigorous tests against )
the applicable requirements of AIR STD 53/9C (see Annex D, Serial 25) and AFSR
5006 (see Annex D, Serial 22) could not be conducted within the scope of the
flight test program.

5.5.8 Electromagnetic Compatibility. A full EMC test would be very time-
consuming and complicated. ARDU does riot have the resources to perform a full
EMC evaluation. The only electromagnetic interference observed was slight SHIU
command bar movement when the VHF-AM radio was keyed on one occasion. There were
no observable effects due to strobe light or other equipment operation. The
electromagnetic compatibility of the system was assessed as satisfactory. The
applicable requirements of AFSR 5006 were met (see Annex D, Serial 21).

5.5.9 Antenna PRTA) Alignment Procedures

5.5.9.1 The LDNS Antenna kRTA) is housed in a 'bucket' as described in
paragraph 5.5.5.3. When fully fitted, the framework is designed to align the
fore/aft axis of the RTA to less than +0.1 degree relative to the aircraft
longitudinal axis. There ar. two alignment holes on the port side of the
'bucket' through which two plumb lines fall to allow alignment with two top hat
lugs located at Stations 38.00 and 205.06 under the aircraft main fuselage
frame. On the prototype installation, the two holes on the RTA frame were riot
drilled correctly, causing an apparent misalignment of the RTA. Subsequent
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investigation and correct drilling allowed a correct alignment procedure to be
completed. Annex H is the recommended alignment procedure. A Wild B3 theodolite
was used to determine the alignment angles. Hawker de Havilland maintain that
the alignment can be visually checked; however, by using a theodolite, a more
accurate alignment can be achieved.

5.5.9.2 The recommended method of adjusting any RTA misalignment by manufac-
turing a new spigot plate was found to be time-consuming and not necessarily the
most accurate way of correcting misalignment. In some cases, if the spigot plate
was incorrectly made, the whole procedure would have to be restarted. A possible
solution to this is being studied by HQSC.

5.5.9.3 A correct RTA alignment is essential for accurate navigation by the
LDNS. Thus, if the tail boom is removed, an RTA alignment check should be
completed.

5.5.10 Compass/LDNS Calibration Procedures. The development and evaluation of
revised compass swing procedures for LDNS-equipped aircraft will be reported
fully under Reference N. Irrespective of the course of action taken as a result
of Reference N, Iroquois operating units may still find that significant LDNS
errors occur for specific aircraft and LRU combinations. If this is the case,
units should 'tune' the system by following the procedures laid down in
Reference E, paragraphs 2-13h and 2-13i; that is, change the along track
calibration correction and enter computed magnetic compass deviation
corrections. These corrections should be applied only after a sufficient
quantity of LDNS error data has been gathered to show consistency.

5.5.11 Use of 'Zipper-tubing'. Zipper-tubing was used to encase all main
looming in the LDNS installation. The tubing was made from pliable black plastic
and a 'press and seal' zipper was incorporated along the length of the tubing.
The wires comprising the loom were surrounded by plaited wire braiding, earthed
to the airframe, to reduce EMI. The zipper-tubing covered this braiding and the
completed looms were then held in place by ADEL clamps and plastic cable tie
straps. The zipper-tubing offered good protection of the enclosed looming, but
slightly restricted the flexibility of the assembled loom. The zipper-tubing )
should increase the service life of the installed looming due to the extra
protection afforded, and was satisfactory for use in this application.

6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 General. The installation of the Lightweight Doppler Navigation System
(LDNS) will increase significantly the mission effectiveness and capabilities of
the RAAF UH-IH Iroquois fleet by providing crews with accurate navigation data
in a readily usable format. However, several deficiencies associated with the
installation will unless rectified, prevent realization of full system
potential.

6.2 Enhancing Characteristics

6.2.1 The range of navigation information was comprehensive and well suited to
tactical and SAR operations. In this respect, the introduction of the LDNS will
significantly enhance tactical and SAR operations by RAAF UH-lH aircraft
(paragraph 5.4.4).

6.2.2 The installation of the LDNS significantly increased the operational
capability of the UH-lH by enhancing Night Vision Goggle operations (paragraph
5.4.5).

i ii n '
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6.3 Unacceptable Characteristics

6.3.1 The initial lighting system for the Computer/Display Unit (CDU) panel
and keyboard was unacceptable. The system was redesigned and modifications
incorporated. A satisfactory system resulted (paragraph 5.1.5.2).

6.3.2 The excessive brightness of the MEM/MAL indicator lamps, combined with
the requirement to select centre pedestal lighting ON during daylight
operations, rendered the MEM/MAL lighting system unacceptable. Following
modifications, the lights were slaved to the aircraft caution system. The
modified system was satisfactory (paragraph 5.1.5.3).

6.3.3 Initialization and update procedures, other than the DIST/BRG/TIME
method, were unacceptable for use in a tactical environment. Given thorough
pre-flight planning, navigation using DIST/BRG/TIME updates was very effective
during tactical flying (paragraph 5.4.3.5). This was satisfactory.

6.4 Unsatisfactory Characteristics

6.4.1 The position of the Steering and Hover Indicator Unit (SHIU) was
unsatisfactory. Revised positioning will be assessed and reported under
Technical Investigation No 817 (paragraph 5.1.2.2).

6.4.2 The position of the water motion switch was unsatisfactory (paragraph
5.1.2.3).

6.4.3 The initial layout of the DC circuit breakers was unsatisfactory.
Following investigations by HQSC staff, modifications were made and a satisfac-
tory arrangement resulted (paragraph 5.1.2.4).

6.4.4 The position of the AC circuit breaker was unsatisfactory. This defici-
ency was ultimately attributable to the poor positioning of the AC circuit
breaker panel (paragraph 5.1.2.5).

6.4.5 The obscuration, caused by switch knobs, of several labels pertaining to
the MODE and DISPLAY switches, when viewed from the pilot's or co-pilot's Design
Eye Points (DEPs), was unsatisfactory (paragraph 5.1.3.1).

6.4.6 The obscuration of thumb-wheel letters and numerals, caused by reflec-
tions on the thumb-wheel windows during daylight operations, was unsatisfactory
(paragraph 5.1.3.2).

6.4.7 Although unsatisfactory, obscuration of the CDU MEM light by the DIM
cr. trol knob (as viewed from the co-pilot's DEP), was acceptable as the pilot
easily detected the simultaneous illumination of the SHIU MEM light (paragraph
5.1.3.3).

6.4.8 The design of the SHIU control knob line-up marks was unsatisfactory
(paragraph 5.1.3.6).

6.4.9 The SHIU groundspeed scale and pointer arrangement was unsatisfactory
(paragraph 5.1.3.7).

6.4.10 The obscuration of SHIU TKE scale numerals was unsatisfactory (para-
graph 5.1.3.8).

- _ . . .L _ -
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6.4.11 The labelling and readability of the SHIU GEO light was unsatisfactory

(paragraph 5.1.3.9).

6.4.12 The lack of sufficient tactile cues when using the CDU keyboard

push-buttons was unsatisfactory (paragraph 5.1.4.2).

6.4.13 The operation of the CDU thumb-wheels with a gloved hand was unsatis-
factory (paragraph 5.1.4.3).

6.4.14 Reflections from the CDU displays were unsatisfactory. The deficiency

was overcome by the incorporation of glare shields on the CDU (paragraph

5.1.5.4).

6.4.15 The failure of the LDNS to properly operate during straight and level
flight over Sea States less then 3 was unsatisfactory (paragraph 5.3.3).

6.4.16 The procedure for entering waypoint variation was over-complicated and

time-consuming, and therefore unsatisfactory (paragraph 5.4.3.3).

6.4.17 The procedure for programming wind, sea current and target motion was

illogical and time-consuming, and therefore unsatisfactory (paragraph 5.4.3.4).

6.4.18 Although the ability to quickly store target position information was

valuable in the tactical environment, the implications of the use of the
feature, as mechanized in the LDNS, detracted from system utility, and the

target store system was therefore unsatisfactory (paragraph 5.4.3.6).

6.4.19 The installation and removal procedures for the Receiver/Transmitter
Antenna (RTA) and LDNS junction box were unsatisfactory (paragraphs 5.5.5.3 and

5.5.5.5).

6.5 Satisfactory Characteristics

6.5.1 Given the constraints of the cockpit, the CDU position was optimal for

co-pilot use and was satisfactory (paragraph 5.1.2.1).

6.5.2 The labelling and readability of the keyboard push-buttons were satis-

factory (paragraph 5.1.3.4).

6.5.3 The readability of the alpha-numeric displays was satisfactory (para-

graph 5.1.3.5).

6.5.4 The legend abbreviations and keyboard arrangement were satisfactory

(paragraph 5.1.3.10).

6.5.5 The aircraft attitude limits for normal LDNS operation were satisfactory

(paragraph 5.3.1).

6.5.6 No specific limit on LDNS operation, attributable to altitude alone,

could be found (paragraph 5.3.2).

6.5.7 The pre-flight and Built-In-Test (BIT) procedures were simple, quick and

effective, and therefore satisfactory (paragraph 5.4.1).

6.5.8 Although satisfactory, the procedure for entering a large number of

waypoints was not ideally suited to tactical UH-lH operations and could have

been better 'streamlined' (paragraph 5.4.3.2).
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6.5.9 The LDNS was well constructed (paragraph 5.5.1.2).

6.5.10 The installation and removal procedures for the Signal/Data Converter

(SDC), CDU and SHIU were satisfactory (paragraphs 5.5.5, 5.5.5.2 and 5.5.5.4).

6.5.11 Within the scope of the test program, system reliability was satis-
factory (paragraph 5.5.7).

6.5.12 The electromagnetic compatibility of the system was assessed as
satisfactory (paragraph 5.5.8).

6.5.13 The use of zipper-tubing should increase the service life of the

installed looming due to the extra protection afforded and was satisfactory in
this application (paragraph 5.5.11).

6.6 Navigation Accuracies

6.6.1 The LDNS velocity accuracy did not meet the requirements of ASCC AIR STD
53/9C overland. This was unsatisfactory but acceptable for UH-lH operational
roles.

6.6.2 The LDNS position accuracy overland in straight and level flight met the
requirements of AFSR 5006 and was satisfactory.

6.6.3 The LDNS position accuracy in Nap of Earth (NOE) and overwater flight

did not meet the requirements of AFSR 5006. The data base for NOE and overwater
tests was too small for confident statistical analysis and further testing is
required.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 The SHIU should be repositioned to reduce parallax errors and bring the

instrument closer to the visual scan used by the pilot for tactical flying. )
Revised positioning will be assessed and reported on under Technical
Investigation No 817 (paragraph 5.1.2.2).

7.2 The water motion switch should be functionally grouped with either the CDU
or SHIU. The better solution is for the switch to be placed on the right of the
new CDU lighting panel (paragraph 5.1.2.3).

7.3 The AC circuit breaker panel should be moved to a position readily
accessible to the pilot (paragraph 5.1.2.5).

7.4 The acquisition of equipments which have label obscurations should be
avoided in future (paragraph 5.1.3.1).

7.5 The CDU thumb-wheel windows should be modified to prevent reflections
obscuring the characters (paragraph 5.1.3.2).

7.6 Deficiencies similar to the poor design of the SHIU control knob line-up
marks and VV/GS scale and pointer should be avoided in future designs (para-
graphs 5.1.3.6 and 5.1.3.7).

_ _ _ _ 'mi all i iI - I .. . I -
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7.7 Deficiencies similar to the poor labelling and readability of the SHIU GEO
light should be avoided in future equipments (paragraph 5.1.3.9).

7.8 Future equipments intended for use in a high vibration environment should
incorporate features to overcome inadvertent or incorrect data entry when using
keyboard push-buttons (paragraph 5.1.4.2).

7.9 The thumb-wheels on future designs should be improved to be more compat-
ible with use by a gloved hand (paragraph 5.1.4.3).

7.10 Notes should be included in Reference E, and Reference F amended, to
reflect that AC power is required to be ON for full system check-out

(paragraph 5.4.2).

7.11 The software programming of future navigation equipment should be
thoroughly evaluated before being introduced to service, to eliminate the
deficiencies found in the LDNS software program (paragraphs 5.4.3.2, 5.4.3.3 and
5.4.3.4).

7.12 The RTA alignment procedures (paragraph 5.5.9.2 and Annex G) should be
revised to reduce the potential for error in manufacturing the spigot plate and
thus reduce the time taken to correctly align the RTA.

7.13 Units should 'tune' the LDNS by following the procedures laid down in
Reference E, paragraphs 2-13h and 2-13i (paragraph 5.5.10).

7.14 If the position accuracy of the LDNS in NOE and overwater flight is
required to be known more accurately, further flight testing is recommended to
determine the errors using a larger data base. (paragraph 5.2.5.1).

7.15 The Adour radars used to determine datum positions did not produce an
accuracy, in position, one order of magnitude better than the LDNS position
being measured. However, the datum velocity accuracy was 67 times the velocities
being measured. With high accuracy navigation systems being tested,
consideration should be given to the use of more accurate tracking systems.

............ .
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ANNEX B TO

REPORT NO TI 760

RESULTS OF COMPASS SWING

Aircraft: A2-455

Date: 1 Jun 82

Location: Compass swing area, RAAF Base, Edinburgh, SA.

Results

Heading Deviation

ideg) (deg)

000 -02

030 -0.1

060 -0.1

090 -0.6

120 -0o0

150 -0.3
180 -0.0

210 -0.3

240 -0.1
270 -0.2

300 -0.8

330 -0.8

Computed Coefficients: A: -029
B: +0.11

C: -0.15
D: +0.20
E: +0.06

_____
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ANNEX E TO

REPORT NO TI 760

TEST METHODS - LDNS NAVIGATION ACCURACIES

1. General

1.1 Overland navigation accuracy tests tgroundspeed and position) were
conducted in the Woomera, SA area, using the range facilities provided by the
Trials and Technology Support Division WITSD) of DRCS AEL. The aircraft was
tracked by kinetheodolites for the groundspeed tests and by radars for some of
the position accuracy tests. The kinetheodolites and radars established datum
groundspeeds and geographical positions respectively. Except where stated
otherwise, LDNS-derived navigation information was automatically recorded by a

data logger developed by ARDU RDF. As the radars were unable to track the
aircraft below 100 ft Above Ground Level (AGL) because of ground clutter, known
surveyed geographical features were overflown to establish datum positions for
the low level test flights.

1.2 A lack of suitable tracking equipment precluded comprehensive testing of
LDNS groundspeed and position accuracies overwater; however, limited position
accuracy tests were completed by using lighthouses as datum geographical
positions.

1.3 In all tests, the Australian National Spheroid (ANS) was selected in the
LDNS CDU as the LAT/LONG basis for commonality with datum fixing which was all
referenced to ANS.

2. Groundspeed Accuracy Tests - Overland

2.1 Table 2.1 lists the nominal heights AGL and groundspeeds used for these
tests. The tests were flown over a pre-determined track of two kilometres
length. Entry and exit gates to the track were marked on the ground by a series
of white tyres as shown in Figure 2.1. The track was oriented 3300 T/ 1500 T. As

groun.!speed was considered to be independent of track direction, data was
collected on flights in both directions. Changes of groundspeed were made during

procedural turns and a straight track of not less than 30 seconds flight time
was flown immediately preceding the entry gate to each data collection run. The
kinetheodolites tracked, and made a cine film record of, the aircraft during the
runs from -4 seconds to +60 seconds (or 2 km, whichever was the shorter)
relative to the start gate for each run.

TABLE 2.1 - NOMINAL HEIGHTS AND GROUNDSPEEDS
(GROUNDSPEED ACCURACY TESTS)

Height (ft) Groundspeed (kn) Configuration

10 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80

50 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100
Clean

500 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120

5,000 80, 90, 100, 110

500 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, With external
Load
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0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 = White Tyre

FIGURE 2.1 - DIAGRAM OF TRACK USED FOR GROUNDSPEED TESTS

2.2 Heights from 10 ft to 500 ft AGL were maintained by reference to the radar
altimeter. At 5,000 ft AGL the airborne reference was the barometric altimeter
with the local helipad pressure (QFE) set on the subscale. Indicated height was
maintained within the following limits:

a. 10 +3 ft AGL;

b. 50 +10 ft AGL;

c. 500 +20 ft AGL; and

d. 5,000
+50 ft AGL.

2.3 To minimize errors due to aircraft pitching, the pitch attitudes (and
indicated airspeeds) required for the various nominal groundspeeds were
established before the start of each run, and maintained with minimal changes.

2.4 The aircraft was flown both in a clean configuration and with an 
external

load of 4 x 44 gallon drums contained in a A22 bag and suspended by a six metres
(approximately) strop. The load was carried to determine the effects, if any, on
LDNS accuracy due to interference caused by metallic objects entering the
Doppler radar beams. The load was not representative of the large range of
equipment cleared for external load operations by UH-iH aircraft.

3. Position Accuracy Tests - Overland

3.1 Table 3.1 lists the nominal heights AGL and groundspeeds used for the
overland position accuracy tests. Reference heights and limits were established
as per paragraph 2.2.

TABLE 3.1 - DIRECTIONS, HEIGHTS AND GROUNDSPEEDS USED
IN POSITION ACCURACY TESTS (OVERLAND)

Track Height Nominal Groundspeeds Configuration
(°T) AGL (ft) (kn)

305 10 60, 75, 100

and 50 70, 85, 100
Clean

125 500 80, 90, 100, 110

5,000 80, 90, 100, 110

305 500 80, 90, 100, 110 With

and external
125 Load
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3.2 The tests at 500 ft AGL and b,000 ft AGL were flown over a predetermined
straight track of approximately 37 km length, oriented 305T/125 0 T. This track
is shown in Appendix i, Figure 1. A DRCS Air Direction Officer (ADO) monitored

the position of the aircraft as derived by the tracking radars and displayed in

real time on a plotting table. The ADO advised the aircralt crew of any

cross-track deviations observed This enabled the crew to maintain the aircraft

within 200 m of the desired track by using bank angles and heading changes of

less than five degrees.

3.3 The tests at 10 feet and 50 feet were flown cver the same track, but for a
shorter distance (22 km), because of insufficient terrain features. Track was
maintained to within 10 m by visually overflying a straight airt road. Ground

features along the dirt road, such as cat-le grids and fence gates, were used as
datum geographic positions The LDNS-derived present position was manually
recorded on prepared data cards as the aircraft was called 'on top' the various
features by visual reference

3.4 As the position accuracy of the LDNS was suspected to be heading depen-
dent, tests at each heignt and groundspeed combination were flown once in each
direction, so that any heading dependency at a height and groundspeed
combination might be detected, Changes of height and groundspeed were made (if
required) during procedural turns at the end of each run. The aircraft was
maintained in straight flight for at least one minute before the start of a run
to allow the AN/ASN-43 compass sufficient time to settle on heading. The
LDNS-derived groundspeed was used as the airborne reference for attaining the
desired nominal groundspeed.

3.5 The external load described in paragraph 2.4 was also carried for one
series of radar-tracked position accuracy test flights.

3.6 In addition to the essentially straight and level test flights listed in
Table 3.1, typical tactical mission profiles were also flown to evaluate system
performance in a simulated combat scenario. These profiles primarily involved
terrain flight, including contour flying at 50 ft above obstacles and Nap of
Earth NOE) flight. Known geographical features (cattle grids, fence gates,
survey trigonometrical points, road intersections) were used as turning points
for these flights. The area and turning points used are shown in Appendix 1,
Figure 2. The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) grid references of the
features were entered as waypoints in the LDNS CDU. The aircraft was flown to
each turning point feature by visual reference and the LDNS-derived present
position was manually recorded on prepared data cards as the aircraft passed
'on top' the particular feature. The terrain flight (especially NOE) involved
considerable manoeuvring, height and groundspeed changes.

4. Position Accuracy Tests - Overwater

4.1 Appendix 1, Figure 3 shows the routes used for overwater position accuracy
tests. For these tests, the aircraft was configured with float landing gear.
Tests were not conducted to determine the effect, if any, of the floats on the
Doppler signal. The tests were flown at a nominal height of 3,000 ft Above Sea
Level (ASL)o If Doppler unlock occurred when overwater, the Doppler system was
recycled (to TEST and then back to LAT/LONG after 'GO' was obtained). If lock
was still not obtained, the aircraft was flown at progressively lower heights
until the LDNS locked on to the returned Doppler radar beams. The aircraft
barometric altimeter, set to the local area Mean Sea Level (MSL) pressure (QNH),
was used as the height reference for flight above 1,500 ft. The aircraft radar
altimeter was used as the height reference for flight at or below 1,500 ft.

ii
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42 During the overwater test flights, lighthouses were used for datum

geographic positions and turning points. The geographic positions of the
lighthouses were obtained from the Admiralty List of Lights and Fog Signals,

NP 83, Volume K, i9/9, Indian ana Pa(ific Oceans, South of the Equator. The

Lat/Long of the lignthouses were entered as waypoints in tne LDNS CD The 
aircraft was flown from lighthouse to lignthouse by reference to the LDNS
navigation information until the turning point was visually acquired The
aircraft was then flown to the turning point by visual reference and the
LDNS-derived present position was manualiy recorded on prepared data cards as
the aircraft passed 'on top' the particular lighthouse

4.3 The LDNS had the facility to enter sea current and wind speed/dlrection
into the CDU for water motion corrections Dopplers measure velocity relative to

the tc-'rain below the aircraft It the sea beneath the aircraft is moving, its
motion . ist be considered when derivirg position from the Doppler information-
Sea movement takes two basic forms; tidal flow and water transport. Tidal flow
is a general name encompassing ocean currents and tidal flows in rivers and

estuaries. It may be corrected for by applying a downstream vector to the
indicated Doppler position Although wave motion basically involves vertical
motion only, wind across the surface of the water causes eddies with water
motion downwind on the surface and upwind below the surface Doppler energy is

reflected by the surface and hence measurements are made relative to the moving
surface Correction can be made by correcting the Doppler position with a
downwind vector using the surface wind direction and a fra ;ion of the surface

wind speed (usually one-fifttfl. SKD used 0 9 twindspeed) . The actual sea

current and water motion corrections were entered directly into the CDU and
stored in the computer memory. The CDU completed the necessary computations to
adjust the Doppler position for the corrections only when the Water Motion
Switch was switched to the 'ON position. For the overwater tests, the sea
current for the test area was obtained from the South Australian Department of
Marine and Harbours who used Admiralty charts to derive the current. The surface
wind, provided by the local Bureau of Meteorology, was confirmed by the crew by
visual observation of the sea surface before insertion into the CDU. The Water

Motion Switch was switched 'ON' when the Doppler beams from the RTA were
considered to be clear cf land,

5. Special Test Equipment

5.1 Data Logger. A data logger developed by ARDU RDF was used to record the
Auxiliary Digital Data output of the LDNS CDU, at a sampling rate of one data

set per second referenced to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). The GMT time signal was
obtained from a Speech Time Recorder kSTR). The STR clock was synchronized with
the Woomera range time datum 'a Field Master Clock) before and after each flight
involving automatic recording No drift was noted for any of the

synchronizations, Data recorded by the data logger, kinetheodolites and radars
was correlated by reference to GMT tor analysis The following set of parameters
was recorded by the data logger at each sampling iaccuracies shown in

parentheses):

a, Greenwich Mean Time O,1 sec);

b distance to go 0.01 n mile);

c groundspeed (I kn,;

d. UTM Northings (four figures);

e UTM Eastings four figures,;

f. distance off course (0.1 n mile);

I II • ' _ - I I I I I lll I &
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g. calculated course between waypoints (0.10);

h. tracv angle error (0-1°);

i heading velocity '0.1 km/h);

j drift velocity (0.1 km/h);

ko vertical velocity 0.1 km/h); and

1. 100 km square identifier.

5.2 Kinetheodolites. For the groundspeed test described in paragraph 2.1,
datum groundspeeds were derived from measurements made by two Contraves
kinetheodolites, The kinetheodolites tracked the aircraft in azimuth and
elevation and recorded the data on cine film every 0.1 sec. The data was reduced
to give aircraft velocities in X, Y, Z planes (X plane being the ground track
over which the aircraft flew) and total velocity.

5.3 Tracking Radars. or the position accuracy tests described in paragraph
3.2, the datum geographic positions were derived from measurements made by two
Adour precision tracking instrumentation radars, The radars tracked the aircraft
continuously throughout each run, The bearings and ranges obtained from the
radars were converted to geographical co-ordinates and height above MSL. The
geographical positions were presented in latitude and longitude, and UTM
co-ordinates based on the ANS.

6. Airborne Height References

6.1 Radar Altimeter. An AN/APN-109(V) radar altimeter installed in the
aircraft was used as the datum height reference as described in paragraphs 2.1,
3.1 and 4.1. As there were no RAAF calibration tests for the AN/APN-109 (V), the
radar altimeter reading was checked at zero on the ground before each flight.
The heights indicated on the radar altimeter during flight were assumed then to
be correct.

6.2 Barometric Altimeter. Two Kollsman Instrument Corporation barometric
altimeters type E.22061-04-018 installed in the test aircraft were used for

datum height reference for tests above 1,500 feet AGL. Barometric altimeters are
calibrated during bay servicing before fitment to aircraft. The serial numbers
and dates of fitment of the barometric altimeters used in the flight tests were:

a. Pilot Altimeter: Serial No 34951 fitted 16 Sep 81.

b. Co-pilot Altimeter: Serial No 34903 fitted 22 Mar 82.

7, Datum Accuracies

7.1 Datum Accuracies Required. As a general principle, a datum should be
accurate to one order of magnitude better than the resolution of the parameter
being measured. The LDNS CDU displayed groundapeed in knots or km/h to 1 kn or I
km/h respectively. The heading, drift and vertical velocities (output from the
CDU) were recorded by the data logger to 0.1 km/h. The datum speed should have
been accurate, therefore, to 0.1 kn or 0.1 km/h for groundspeed and 0.01 km/h
for heading, drift and vertical velocities. The LDNS CDU displayed position in
latitude and longitude to 0.1 minute of arc (185 m) and in UTM to 10 m for
Eastings and Northings. The datum positions should have been accurate,
therefore, to 0.01 minute of arc (18.5 m) for latitude and longitude or one
metre for UTM position.

-- ' -Ir-!lm ~ II . ..
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7.2 Datum Accuracies Achieved. The velocities derived from kinetheodolite data

were accurate to 0.2 m/s, 0.72 km/h (90% confidence). The geographic positions

derived from tracking radar data were accurate to 30 m (90% ronfidence). The

positions of features used for visual 'on tops' for the tests described in
paragraphs 3.3 and 3.6 were taken from an Australian 1:50,000 Topographic Survey

Map, Hanson, South Australia, Series R742, Sheet 6136-I, Edition 2-AAS, dated
1981. Map accuracy was given asi 90% of well defined detail lie within +12.5 m

of the true position. Build-u, flights at Edinburgh indicated that the aircraft
could be judged visually 'on Lop' a ground feature to within +5 m for flight at

or below 100 ft AGL. The datum position accuracy for low level overland flights

was, therefore, +17 m, which was within the desired accuracy. For the overwater

tests (paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2), lighthouse positions were given to the nearest

0.1 minute of arc in the Admiralty List, and the aircraft could be judged to be

visually 'on top' the lighthouse to within +50 m, giving an overall datum

position accuracy of approximately +250 m. The datum accuracies required and

achieved are summarized in Table 7.1.

TABLE 7.1 - DESIRED AND ACHIEVED DATUM ACCURACIES

Parameter Desired Accuracy Achieved Accuracy

(90% confidence level)

Groundspeed 0.03 m/s 0.34 m/s

Velocity X, Y, Z 0.003 m/s 0.20 m/s

Overland position- 0o01 minute of arc 30 m (radar)

Lat/Long (18.5 m) 17 m (visual)

Overland position- I m 30 m (radar)

UTM 17 m (visual)

Overwater position- 0.01 minute of arc

Lat/Long (18.5 m) 250 m (visual)

8. Crew Duties

8.1 The flight tests for navigation accuracies required four crew members. The

crew duties were:

a. Pilot: Overall command and flying.

b. Navigator: Recording LDNS CDU digital readouts, monitoring

groundspeed and height during data collection runs.

c. Radio Technician: Operation and maintenance of data logger.

d. Crewman Technical/Flight Fitter: Normal duties for UH-IH opera-

tions.

4 __________________
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9. Data Analysis

9.1 Velocity Tests

9.l.1 The kinetheodolites used for the velocity tests were unable to determine
the fore and aft axis of the aircraft Thus, the aircraft rotor head was used as
the datum aircraft reference point for all velocity tests. The datum velocity of
the aircraft was determined in three orthogonal axes, X axis being the aircraft
track over the ground (forward positive,. The three LDNS velocities were
recorded by the data logger. The velocity used by the LDNS for computations was

calculated in three orthogonal axes, X being the aircraft heading (fore/aft
axis). Therefore, no direct comparison of the velocities in each plane could be
made. However, the total velocities for each run were calculated by Root Sum

Squaring (RSS) the individual orthogonal velocities for the
kinetheodolite-derived velocities and the LDNS velocities.

9.1.2 As GMT was recorded by the kinetheodolites and the data logger, time was
used to correlate datum velocities and the LDNS velocities. Velocity error was

calculated by subtracting the datum kinetheodolite velocity from the LDNS
velocity for a particular time, For each run, an arithmetic mean and standard
deviation were calculated. The velocity errors for runs at each height and

velocity were combined statistically and an arithmetic mean and standard
deviation calculated, All runs were combined statistically (excluding the runs
where an external load was carried) to find an overall arithmetic mean and

standard deviation of velocity errors. A Least Squares Straight Line (LSSL) fit

to observed doppler velocity errors against actual velocity was made to
determine scale factor error, bias error and spread of velocity errors about the
LSSL, to comply with ASCC AIR STD 53/12A method of presenting Doppler velocity
errors. A comparison was made between the 500 feet (without an external load)
run and the 500 feet (with an external load) run to determine if the load

affected the velocity accuracy of the LDNS. A comparison was also made to the
AFSR 5006 requirements. A Student 't' test of means was used to determine if a
significant statistical difference existed between the AFSR mean and the )
observed mean. Similarly, a Fisher (F) test of standard deviations was used to
determine any significant statistical difference between standard deviations.

9.2 Position Tests - General Analysis

9.2.1 In general, ASCC AIR STDs require that Doppler position accuracy be
determined from fixes not less than 18.5 km (10 n miles) apart. This usually

allows any perturbations in localized compass deviations to be averaged out over

that distance. As the aim of this trial was to test the LDNS over a variety of
operational roles, time did not allow an analysis based on a minimum of 18.5 km

between fixes. For the medium level tests, tracked by the Adour radars, 5 km was
used between fixes, for the analysis. At low level, the average distance between

fixes was 3 km. The NOE tests used an average of 6 km between fixes. The

overwater fixes were greater than 18 km apart.

9.2.2 All data reduction and analysis were referenced to ground level, using
the ANS as the common spheroid. All calculations were completed using UTM

co-ordinates, Height error caused by the aircraft being at height was less than

0.03% at 5,000 ft and was disregarded in all calculations.

iv -Am
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9.2.3 For all position accuracy tests, a mean and standard deviation of Along
TracK Error (ATE), Cross Track Error (CTE) and Racial Error (RE) expressed as

percentages of Actual Distance Gone (ADG), were calculated for each run. By
statistically comparing each mean and standard deviation, runs were combined
where possible. If a compass error was present, the CIE (right or left of track)
would be the opposite sign on reciprocal tracks. Thus, to combine runs of
reciprocal tracks, the absolute values of CTEs were used for statistical
comparison. However, for the final analysis, the signs of the CTE for each run
were unchanged to present an overall CTE.

9.2.4 The overall arithmetic mean and standard deviation of each error were
calculated for all runs. Overland, overwater and NOE results were produced
separately to show any marked differences. If the overall mean was not zero, the
cause of the error was investigated The error can be caused by a misalignment
of the heading reference system, incorrect datum co-ordinates or some other
abnormal system condition. The standard deviation (i1) was converted to Circular
Error Probable (CEP) or 50% level of confidence using the conversion factor
0.8326, The CEP is an indication of the pure system error.

9.2.5 The mean and CEP of observed errors iexpressed as percentages of ADG,
were compared to the AFSR 5006 requirements, The AFSR requirement was +0.5% of
ADG. No confidence level was given ifor example at 16 or CEPJ Thus a direct
comparison was not possible technically. However, a CEP of +0.5% was assumed

9.3 Position Tests Overland

9.3.1 For the medium level tests, the Adour radars wexe used to determine
position in Eastings, Northings and height (AGL). The data logger recorded
position in Eastings and Northings. Time in GMT was recorded on the radar tapes

and the data logger, and was used to correlate datum and LDNS positions.

9.3.2 For each run the first datum fix was used as the origin for the run. The
corresponding first LDNS position fix was corrected to the first datum fix. The f
correction vectors were applied to each subsequent LDNS position in thal run.
ATE and CTE were then calculated. The RE was the RSS of ATE and CTE.

9.3.3 The low level tests used 'on top' position calls to event the data
logger. Positions were extracted from the data logger and errors established in

the same method as the medium level tests.

9.3.4 The NOE tests used the same eventing procedure as the low level tests.

The distance flown between fixes was determined from the data logger recording
of position every second, The distance between the positions recorded every
second was determined and accumulated for the period between evented fixes.
Whilst not ideal, no other method of accurately determining ADG was available.
Analysis was then completed as above. The NOE tests were used to determine if
constant aircraft manoeuvring (heading, pitch, roll and altitude) had an effect

on position accuracy.

9.3.5 Position accuracy tests were conducted with the aircraft carrying an
external load to determine if the load affected the position accuracy. Analysis

of data was the same as for the other overland tests. A comparison was made
between similar runs with and without an external load to determine any
significant difference.

yI .....
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9°4 Position Tests Overwater

9 4.1 The aim of determining position error overwater was to establish if
flight overwater affected the Doppler radar signals and to what extent this
might affect position errors. To test this aspect of the LDNS effect\,eiy.
flights had to be well clear of land so the Doppler radar beams were not
reflecting from the coastline and the beams were over representative sea
conditions. In the time available, testing over a wide range of sea states was
not possible. No datum instrumentation was available to establish position
overwater. Thus, lighthouses were used as datum positions. In the area and time
available for flight testing, a limited number of fixes was taken. Data analysis
assumed the aircraft tracked directly between lighthouses, as no accurate method
of determining the track flown was available. Data reduction used latitude and
longitude instead of Eastings and Northings. Analysis was the same as the
overland position analysis,

Appendix: I Flight Routes Used for TI 760
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LDNS VELOCITY AND POSITION ACCURACY RESULTS

TABLE G.1 - DOPPLER GROUNDSPEED SENSOR ERRORS

OVERLAND

Groundspeed Bias(m/s) Scale Factor (%) Residual(m/s) Sample Size
Total (m/s) /4 '" 6 6

+5.1 to 61.8
(Clean -0.06 0.002 0.19 0.10 0.001 1,216
Configuration)

+15.4 to +51.4
-0.20 0.007 0o19 0.11 0.004 418

(External Load

41
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IROQUOIS LDNS RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER ANTENNA ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
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